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ABSTRACT 
This study addresses the growing need for appropriate methods of 
analysis and simulation of service loads. Specifically, the study 
attempts to provide a method for analyzing nonstationary service loads 
that uses available tools of analysis, requires a modest computational 
facility, and reduces the results to a few parameters. The study also 
addresses the problem of finding a simulation method that uses these 
analysis parameters to provide a reproducable service load. 
A new presentation of the state of art of the methods of analysis 
and simulation of service loads is given. 
A nonstationary model is presented that represents the nonstationary 
process as a composition of two different stationary processes. These 
stationary processes are assembled according to a probabilistic model 
(generalized Poisson process) to form the nonstationary process. The 
idea of parameterizing the description of service loads is presented too. 
In the analysis phase, the method of segmenting the nonstationary 
sequence and a statistic that estimates each segment population are used 
to obtain power spectrum estimates of the stationary populations which 
constitute the nonstationary signal. The method of smoothed periodograms 
was used as the computational technique of power spectrum estimation. 
Two different population estimators were used. A method for estimating 
the statistical parameters of the generalized Poisson process is given. 
Finally, the coefficients of two fourth order digital filters were used 
to describe the power spectra of the stationary processes. 
In the simulation phase of the proposed method, software and 
hardware methods are presented to generate a white random sequence of 
numbers, generate the generalized Poisson process, shape the white se­
quence into a sequence with the required power spectra and finally gener­
ate the nonstationary sequence. 
The proposed method of analysis and simulation of service loads was 
applied to a typical analog record and a typical digitized sequence of 
data. 
V 
The proposed method is seen to be successful in providing a practical 
way of analyzing a nonstationary signal, presenting the analysis results 
in terms of few parameters, and generating a nonstationary sequence at a 
fast sampling rate that can be used by engineers for fatigue life predic­
tion programs or fatigue life testing of components and structures. ! 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout their service, vehicles, machines, and other equipment 
are subjected to dynamic service loads which are random in nature. The 
recent trend of designing mechanical components for a certain life in 
order to minimize expenditure of material and energy requires the contem­
porary design engineer to more accurately describe the service load 
under which his design is to be reliable during its expected life span. 
Also, the advent of fatigue testing systems equipped with dedicated 
computers and closed-loop control makes it possible to more accurately 
simulate the service loads in laboratory tests. However, it is essential 
to provide these systems with proper service loads such that a more 
realistic fatigue testing of components and structures can be done. 
An example of the new design trend is reported by a manufacturer of 
off-road vehicles (1). Fig. 1.1 shows a block diagram for the 
computerized system available for the design and testing engineers in 
this company. Three fundamental types of information are handled by this 
system. These are; the geometric configuration of the structure, the 
customer's service history, and the material properties that are pertinent 
to the failure analysis procedures. Typical service loads are acquired 
and saved on memory devices in the system (e.g. disks). Material prop­
erties of different materials used by the company are cataloged and saved 
in the system memory. A design decision can be made by defining the com­
ponent geometry under investigation, and calling the properties of the 
material to be used, and the service load expected. Computer programs 
for calculating crack initiation and crack propagation at the critical 
point in the component are available. Calculations using these programs 
will result in the expected life of this design for a chosen material and 
under the typical service load. 
An example of the new trend in testing components and structures is 
reported by a car manufacturer (2). Fig. 1.2 shows a block diagram for 
the different building blocks of the system. In this system, sensing 
devices are placed near the critical point in the structure and a typical 
OD 
Material properties 
Stored in system 
Data acquisition 
Save on disk 
Fatigue Life 
Crack initiation analysis 
Crack propagation analysis 
Figure 1.1. A computerized system for designing 
against fatigue failure (1) 
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Figure 1,2. Block diagram for the programmable 
front wheel drive Half Shaft test system (2) 
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service load is acquired. This service load is digitized, edited for any 
failures in the measuring system, and finally saved in a memory device. 
Since the measured load history represents the response of the component 
under consideration to the service environment, the next step is to de­
fine the frequency response matrix (also called input-output transfer 
matrix), which defines the response of the measured point to sinusoidal 
inputs at the input locations of the structure. Once this input-output 
response relation is determined, the inverse of this relation is applied 
to the acquired data, and the corresponding service loads at input points 
are obtained. The service load at the driving points of the structure is 
then analyzed by parameter counting and spectral analysis in this applica­
tion. This service load is then applied to a test specimen in the labora­
tory using a testing machine to simulate the service load. This testing 
machine is a servo-hydraulic closed-loop system that works under control 
of a combination of analog and digital computers dedicated to the test 
system. 
From the last two examples, the importance of the proper description 
of service loads becomes apparent. Without a proper service load simula­
tion, the entire testing process is negated. 
In the first phase of this study, the problem of analysis of service 
loads is considered in a unique and efficient manner. A versatile model 
is needed as a basis for analysis and simulation of service loads. For 
this purpose a version of the nonstationary stochastic model which is 
suitable for the analysis tools available in the Random Noise Theory is 
proposed. Also efficient computation techniques in Digital Signal 
Processing such as the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm are made use of. 
The idea of parameterizing the discrlption of the nonstationary signal 
is also presented. In the second phase of the study, the simulation of 
the originally analyzed signal based on the chosen stochastic model is 
presented. 
It was recognized that the digital signal processing and simulation 
is a very powerful new technology which is revolutionizing the present 
engineering era. This technology isKused in this work. Both digital 
computer methods and digital hardware methods are used in this work. 
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Typical case studies which apply the methods developed in this work 
are presented. 
A review and an evaluation of the methods historically used and still 
in use in the area of analysis and simulation of service loads is present­
ed in Chapter 2. A new look at the state of art is also presented. 
In Chapter 3,the nonstationary model is presented as the basis for 
the analysis and simulation of service loads. Also,the concept of param­
eterizing the description of service loads is discussed. 
In Chapter 4,the basis for using the available digital signal 
processing techniques in the analysis method is developed. The method 
of segmenting the service load sequence is presented as a viable solution. 
This method is then appiied to the analysis of a service load recorded on 
an analog instrumentation tape recorder. At the end of the chapter an 
evaluation of the results achieved is given. 
In Chapter 5, currently available methods of generating a random 
sequence with defined statistical characteristics are reviewed and 
evaluated. The Digital filtering of white random sequences is used in 
shaping the power spectra of these white random sequences. A typical 
case is presented and the digital computer simulation results are evalu­
ated. 
In Chapter 6, the hardware implementation of the simulation method 
proposed in this thesis is given. Circuits are presented for generating 
a white random sequence, shaping the power spectrum of this sequence, 
and creating the nonstationarity in the sequence according to the model 
proposed in Chapter 3. 
In Chapter 7» the entire method of analysis and simulation of service 
loads as applied to a typical case is presented. Possible uses and ideas 
of exploiting the basic method are presented. Conclusive evaluation of 
the method is presented and future research areas are suggested. 
In Chapter 8, the Basic language computer programs that were developed 
to carry out the different analysis and simulation processes of this re­
search are summarized and listed. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this chapter, the methods of analysis (also referred to as counting 
methods) and simulation (or reconstruction) of service loads are reviewed. 
This review will be put in a new framework which illustrates the common 
points of success and difficulty encountered in the methods reviewed. 
Fatigue failure of a component or a structure is caused by the stress 
and strain history at a critical point. This view of the fatigue process 
has brought about the need for analysis of local stress and strain. How­
ever, in real life, local stress and strain are difficult and in many 
cases impossible to monitor. In response to this problem, methods were 
devised to relate the local stress and strain to the nominal stress and 
strain (3). However, the complexity of the service loads requires an 
engineering solution for the masses of data that can be gathered. More­
over, methods are needed to simulate these service loads for use in 
fatigue design codes and fatigue testing machines. 
Evaluation of the material resistance to fatigue was and still is 
demonstrated by the fatigue endurance limit and the Stress life curve 
(S-N curve). Availability of simple testing machines that perform the 
endurance limit test, the R. R. Moore testing machine (4:205-206), made 
the endurance limit a standard test. This testing machine which uses a 
rotating beam in bending was in use by Wohler in about i860. In this 
test, the stress history that the specimen is subjected to is a sinusoidal 
loading function. This load history is applied on the test specimen until 
it fails due to fatigue. The S-N curve estab1ishes the relation between 
the amplitude of the sinusoidal stress and the life of the standard test 
specimen in cycles (or reversals). The fatigue endurance limit is the 
stress amplitude below which the R. R. Moore test specimen will survive 
an agreed upon number of cycles (or reversals). This load pattern is 
representative of a very special class of engineering problems, like 
forces acting on a shaft driving a constant load at a constant speed. 
Even a change in the load amplitude is not represented. Moreover, this 
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testing method is based on the assumption that fatigue damage is caused by 
the stress cycles (or range of stress which is represented by the peak to 
peak value of the sine function) applied at the critical point in the 
structure. More recent studies such as those by Nelson and Fuchs (5), 
Brose (6), Haibach (7), Dowling (8), and others reported by Wetzel (9) 
emphasize the cumulative nature of fatigue and the sequence effect. 
Since Wohler's tests, there have been many attempts to find 
engineering solution to the problem of analysis and simulation of service 
loads as a tool in studying the fatigue phenomenon. A review of these 
methods is presented in the remainder of this chapter. The methods are 
divided into three main categories: (l) Duplication of sample load 
pattern, (2) Parameter counting and service load reconstruction using 
these parameters, (3) Analysis and simulation of service loads using 
stochastic models. Under each category the analysis methods are present­
ed first followed by the simulation method. 
A. Duplication of a Sample Load Pattern 
Analysis ; In this method an analog or a digital record of a "typical" 
service load is acquired and is either used as it is, or edited before 
being used in simulation. No attempt is made to model the data or to 
reduce the amount of data. This limits the amount of data to the storage 
capacity of the system used. The analysis part in this method Is reduced 
to data management method. 
Simulation; In the process of simulation or reconstruction of the 
service load, the recorded signal is played back and the signal Is used 
to derive a servo hydraulic testing machine. Usually, the data gathered 
are limited in length, and consequently the recorded part is repeated 
over and over until failure occurs. 
This method has the advantages of preserving the sequence effect of 
the original service load and of excluding the tedlus statistical calcu­
lations used In other methods. However, it has several disadvantages such 
as: • • • 
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- Typical load record may not be typical of a long term service load. 
- Use of external memory devices which are of limited storage 
capacity. 
- Difficult to be compared in different laboratories. 
- Can not be easily combined with other service loads on a rational 
basis. 
- Can not be used in the design stage. 
- Does not provide facility for conditional decisions concerning 
the test specimen. 
B. Parameter Counting 
Analysis : The difficulty of handling long and complex service loads 
encouraged many researchers to seek an engineering solution by calculating 
statistical parameters that can replace the large masses of data. It is 
safe to say that no model is assumed for the data. The methods can be 
applied to stationary as well as nonstationary signals. Due to this fact, 
significant information is lost in the counting process. 
Researchers who utilize various counting methods have tried to 
preserve the information that is related to fatigue. However, due to the 
lack of a well-established fatigue mechanism, different researchers have 
chosen to preserve different information in their counting method. Some 
of these methods are; 
1. Level crossing count 
In this method, the number of times the service load exceeds a 
certain load level is counted (8). A histogram is generated for the 
number of crossings exceeding a certain level versus the crossing level. 
This kind of histogram is known to fatigue researchers as load spectrum. 
The method has the advantage that hardware is readily available to per­
form the calculations. However, the method has been criticized for giving 
the same count for completely different histories (8). 
2. Fatigue meter 
This method is similar to the level crossing method except that only 
one count is made between successive crossings of a lower level associated 
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with each counting level. In other words, the fatigue meter counts 
increasing levels up to the maximum level with respect to the mean, or 
decreasing levels down to the minimum level with respect to the mean, 
and thereby filtering out all the small variations. Dowling (8) showed 
that this method will produce the same count for different load sequences 
and concluded that the method is nonconservative in cases where the small 
reversals cause significant damage. 
3. Peak-Val ley count 
In this method,the amplitudes of separate peaks above the mean and 
valleys below the mean are determined for the service load (8). A peak 
distribution is prepared by dividing the range of peaks into a number of 
intervals and count the number of peaks in each interval. The same 
counting is done for the valleys. The result is two load spectra, one 
for the peaks and one for the valleys. It should be noticed here that 
the word spectrum has no relation to the frequency analysis of time series. 
This method required more computing facilities than the previous methods. 
However, Dowling (8) has pointed out that the same count can also be ob­
tained for a completely different load sequences. 
4. Mean crossing peak count 
In this method,only the largest peak between successive crossings of 
the mean is counted (8). This method shares the same difficulties as the 
last one. 
5. Range count 
In this method,each range (difference between successive valley and 
peak or peak and valley) is counted as a reversal. A load spectrum 
(Histogram) is prepared for the amplitude of a range versus the number 
of exceedence of this amplitude (8). This method has the characteristic 
that large ranges are often broken into smaller ones when small higher 
frequency load variations are superimposed onto a large load variation. 
A large range of load could be effective in the fatigue process. If, on 
the other hand, this large range is broken into small ranges due to the 
small load variations the actual effect will not be the same, Dowling (8) 
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has stated that this procedure gives an unrealistic result that small 
excursions do negative damage, since the calculated damage can be de­
creased by including them, 
6. From-To matrix count 
This method is a two-parameter count method. Each valley amplitude 
and its successive peak amplitude (or peak amplitude and its successive 
val ley amplItude) is counted (10). A two dimensional distribution matrix 
(two dimensional histogram) is constructed. This method preserves more 
sequence information than the previously mentioned one parameter counting 
methods. 
7. Rain-flow count (or Range-pair-Range count) 
This method is a two parameter counting method in which a mean value 
is identified with a range-pair consisting of an ascending range and a 
descending range of equal magnitude (8). This method is currently in use 
in some fatigue analysis programs (1). Special purpose counters which 
implement this method are built using microprocessor technology (11). The 
method has advantages over many other counting methods. However, there is 
no agreement on the ability of the method to preserve the necessary infor­
mation in the original service loads (12). 
Simulation; Some of the service load reconstruction methods which 
use the aforementioned counting methods are: 
1. Block Program Method 
This is the first reported method of simulating service loads by 
blocks of sine functions. This method was used by Gassner between 1936 
and 1940 (12). The method uses blocks of sinusoidal loading cycles with 
amplitudes changing in an ascending-descending manner. The amplitudes 
of the blocks, their duration, and the number of the sine functions in­
cluded are chosen according to some counting method. 
This simulation method preserves no sequencing relation between 
amplitudes since the transition from one amplitude of block to another 
is completely determined beforehand. 
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2. Randomized Block Program method 
As in the last method, blocks of sine functions are applied to the 
test specimen. However, the ordering of the block amplitudes is chosen 
randomly rather than in ascending-descending order. Although this method 
simulates the service loads better than Gassner's method, the totalty 
random change of block amplitudes is not compatible with the physical 
facts since complete randomness assumes there is no correlation between 
members of the load sequence. Consequently, a transition from the largest 
block amplitude to the smallest block amp1itude is as probable as the 
transition between comparable block amplitudes. This characteristic Is 
the main disadvantage of this method. 
3. Randomized Block Program with defined transition matrix 
This method is similar to the last one except that going from one 
block amplitude to the next one is governed by a probability formulated 
as a Markov Chain. In other words, the realization of a certain amplitude 
is governed by the amplitude of the preceding block amplitude but not by 
the entire previous history (13). 
4. Individual cycles in randomized sequence 
In this method,individual cycles rather than a block of sinusoidal 
cycles is called in a randomized sequence in a manner that reconstructs a 
certain counting method (14). Some other versions of this method calls 
half cycles (15). An improvement can be done by using the Markov Chain 
approach, such that an abrupt change from very high cycles to very low 
cycles can be avoided. A survey of various related methods is given in 
references 15 and 16. 
At this point we can conclude that there is no we11 defined fatigue 
criterion to completely evaluate the counting methods and the associated 
reconstruction methods. Since no model is assumed for the service 
load, the counting methods are more an art than a well defined engineering 
solution to the problem of analysis and simulation of service loads. 
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C. Using Stochastic Models 
Analysis; In each of the previous methods, no specific random model 
is assumed before doing the analysis. In this section, the analysis 
methods are based on certain assumed mathematical models from the random 
noise theory (17). 
Unfortunately some of the methods developed in this category did not 
carefully model the service loads, and consequently contradicting results 
were reported in the literature (18, 19, 20, and 21). The basic assump­
tion in using the stochastic models is that service loads can be better 
simulated when all its statistical characteristics are considered. Sta­
tistics 1 ike mean, variance, probabi11ty density of amplItudes, proba­
bility density of peaks, and power spectrum (or autocorrelation function) 
are determined once the stochastic model Is determined. 
1. Stationary Gaussian model 
This model is the most studied model in the random noise theory (17» 
22). The stationarity assumption hypothesizes that the ensemble averages 
of the process (averages taken over the ensemble of possible realizations 
of a stochastic process) are constant with time. Usually ergodicity Is 
also assumed, which hypothesizes that the ensemble averages are equal to 
the time averages and both remain constant with time. The Gaussian assump 
tion hypothesizes that the probabi1ity density of amplitudes as well as 
the joint probability density of amplitudes of any order are Gaussian. 
The advantage of this model Is that It is well studied in literature and 
valuable results are available (22) in closed form. By defining the power 
spectrum (also called the power spectral density or PSD) or the autocorrela 
tion function, (see definitions In Chapter 4), sequence information can 
be preserved. 
2. Stationary model with arbitrary probability density of amplitudes 
In this model the probability density of amplitudes is modeled either 
in analytical form or in tabular form and the power spectrum is not 
modeled (15). Sequence information is not preserved in this model. 
3. Stationary model with arbitrary probability density of peaks 
This model emphasizes the importance of the peak values in the 
fatigue process. However, like the last model, the sequence information 
as represented by the power spectrum is not preserved. 
4. Quasistationary (or Piecewise Stationary) model 
This model treats the service load as an assembly of consecutive 
stationary random processes of different statistical characteristics (16, 
23). in the case of Gaussian Quasistationary process with knownprobabil ity 
density of the mean and variance, the overall probability density of 
amplitudes can be derived in a closed form. Lee (16) presented these 
relations for three different combinations of probability densities of 
means and variances. Also, the probability distributions of peaks and 
valleys were derived. This model preserves the sequence information in 
the stationary part. Lee (l6) considered a specific power spectrum by 
considering a fixed irregularity ratio which is related directly to the 
power spectrum (22). However, no specific model was presented for the 
change of means and variances with time. 
5. Nonstationary model 
This model is more flexible than any other model since it hypothesizes 
a continuous change of the probability density function (pdf) and the power 
spectrum (PSD) of the process with time. However, a general model which 
is easily applied to the analysis and simulation of service loads is not 
available. Some special cases of nonstationarity were studied in litera­
ture. In reference (23), the nonstationarity of the probability density 
function only Is considered. The basic difference in analyzing the proba­
bility density function of a stationary process from that of a nonstation­
ary process in that in the former case any form of probability density 
function can be used. In the nonstationary case,only analytic forms of 
probability density functions are used, otherwise the use of time de­
pendent probability density function is not possible. 
Simulation; Some of the methods which used stochastic models in 
simulation are; 
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1. Modulating a sine function 
This method was used by Thakkar (24) to simulate a narrow band 
Gaussian random load. Noticing that a Gaussian narrow band random process 
has a probability density distribution of peaks which is a Rayleigh dis­
tribution, an envelop function which has a Rayleigh distribution was used 
to modulate a sinusoidal function, in this way,the simulated load has 
the same probabi1ity density of peaks. However, the other statistical 
characteristics of the process are not simulated. 
2. Analog simulation methods 
Analog white noise generators are available for testing engineers as 
a special function in most testing machines. Analog gain control and 
bias control can be used to change both variance and mean, respectively. 
Analog random noise generators were used in generating stationary 
processes (12, 14, and 15) and quasi-stationary processes (16). The 
sequence information is regenerated by simulating the power spectrum of 
the original data. This is done by using analog shaping filters such as 
the analog filter used by Lee (16) to simulate bimodal system dynamics. 
Using analog methods requires relatively extensive knowledge of elec­
tronics in order to build a working system. Generating the same sequence 
twice is not possible due to bias and drift problems of the analog devices. 
3. Digital simulation methods 
The advent of digitally controlled closed loop servo-hydraulic 
testing machines made the use of digital simulators possible. Generating 
a white random sequence was always available in the form of random number 
tables. However, the rising interest in using simulation on the digital 
computer inspired researchers to develop more efficient ways of generat­
ing a white sequence. Discussion of software methods used in generating 
white random sequences is given in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, a hardware 
method of generating a white random sequence is given. Shinozuka and Son 
(25) presented a method in which a random process is simulated by a series 
of cosine functions with random frequency. 
Usually,the white random sequences which are generated by software 
and hardware methods have a uniform probability distribution function. 
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in reference (15), Bily and Bukoveczky reviewed different methods for 
shaping the probability distribution into different functions, Yang (26) 
showed a method for shaping the probability density of pealts (envelope). 
Shaping the power spectrum of the white sequence generated by the 
methods discussed before is needed in order to regenerate the sequence 
information. Shinozuka and Son (25) presented a method which uses solu­
tions of appropriate differential equations to simulate the power spec­
trum. This method, however, needs long computing time and cannot be used 
in real time application. Bily and Bulcoveczky (15) used non recursive 
digital filters in simulating the power spectrum. The disadvantage of 
the nonrecursive digital filters is that it needs relatively large number 
of coefficients. In this study, we use recursive digital filters in 
shaping the power spectrum. Details of both software and hardware im­
plementations are given in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. 
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III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The objective of this thesis is to address the problem of analysis 
and simulation of service loads. In the literature review, the state of 
the art of analysis and simulation of service loads was classified into 
three areas. These are; (1) Duplication of a sample load pattern, 
(2) Parameter counting and service load simulation using these parameters 
and (3) Analysis and simulation using stochastic models. In this chapter 
we introduce the proposed method used in this thesis. This method lies 
in the third class according to the above classification. Moreover, the 
method introduces the idea of parameterization of the analysis and simula 
tion of service loads. In the remainder of this chapter,the analysis 
model is described fol lowed by a description of the parameterization, 
method as a basis for simulation. 
A. The Non-Stationary Analysis Model 
Service loads can be classified into three types. The first type 
is called operating loads which are those related to the purpose of the 
device or structure such as the loads occurring during sudden vehicle 
maneuvering, or lifting of a load by a crane, etc. The second type is 
called environmental loads such as gusting wind loads on the arm of a 
crane, or road roughness loads on a car, etc. The third type is called 
rare event load such as those loads that occur to a vehicle during an 
accident, or the dropping of a piece of equipment by the crane operator. 
These three different types of service loads occur in different pro­
portions in a device or a structure's life. Each of these load types can 
be described by a stochastic process that is different from the others. 
Most of the time during its service, a structure is subjected to a 
combination of the first two types of service loads, i.e. operational 
loads and environmental loads. Hence, the rare event loads are not In­
cluded in the model proposed In this thesis* 
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In this thesis,we propose to use a nonstationary random model that 
utilizes a combination of the first two types of loads. This model is a 
nonstationary stochastic process X(t) which cons^lsts of two stationary 
stochastic processes described by 
X(t) = N(t) + S(t) D(t) (3.1) 
where N(t) stands for a stationary stochastic process that represents the 
environmental load which takes place during the entire life of the system 
S(t) stands for a stationary stochastic process that represents the opera 
tional load. The operational load takes place only during certain in­
stances of time. We can illustrate Eq. (3.1) by studying the loads which 
occur in the suspension system of a vehicle. While running on a smooth 
road the suspension system is subjected to environmental loads. On the 
other hand, when the vehicle starts to maneuver, the suspension system 
is subjected to operational loads superimposed on the enviornmental load. 
In this thesis,we call this combination the working load. D(t) is a 
mathematical tool for the model. During the intervals of time when S(t) 
is present, we consider D(t) to have a value of 1, and we consider D(t) 
to have a value of 0 when S(t) is absent. 
Both N(t) and S(t) are considered to be stationary processes which 
have different statistics such as probability density function and power 
spectrum. D(t) can be either stochastic or deterministic. In the deter­
ministic case,the model is reduced to a quasi-stationary model. For the 
case of a single service load at one point in the structure, we chose 
D(t) to be a stochastic process which takes the values of 1 and 0 in 
consecutive durations which are exponential 1 y distributed, giving a 
generalized Poisson Process (27). This model is chosen here because of 
the memoryless characteristics of the exponential distribution. Accord­
ing to this characteristic, the probabi1ity of a certain duration length 
is independent of the duration length realized earlier. 
Now that a stochastic model has been chosen, we proceed to present 
the analysis and simulation methods which are based on this model. 
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B. Parameterization of Analysis and Simulation 
The objective of the analysis and simulation methods proposed in 
this section is to satisfy the following requirements. 
1. Describing the model represented by Eq. (3.1) by a set of a few 
parameters. 
2. Generating the parameters with a 1imited computational faci1ities 
3. Regenerating the process using these parameters in a way that the 
same load sequence can be generated in different laboratories 
using these parameters. 
The method that we propose to satisfy these requirements is shown 
schematically in Fig. 3.1 and is explained in the following section. 
Analysis; Part a of Fig. 3.1 shows a block diagram for the proposed 
analysis method. The method uses a single record which contains a measure 
ment (a single realization) of the service load process. This record can 
be in the form of an analog signal, or it may be in the form of a sequence 
of numbers stored on some memory device. 
The first step in the analysis is to collect a segment of data and 
determine whether this segment belongs to either the environmental popu­
lation or the working population. This population estimation process is 
applied on consecutive segments of data until the record is exhausted or 
a certain number of segments is analyzed. 
In the next step (spectral analysis), the power spectrum of each 
segment is estimated. These individual power spectrum estimates are used 
to produce one final estimate of the power spectrum of the environmental 
process and one final estimate of the power spectrum of the working 
process. These power spectra are called the environmental power spectrum 
and the working power spectrum,respectively. These are shown in Fig, 3.1 
as PSD. ENV., and PSD, WOR., respectively. 
Each of the estimated power spectra is then entered as input data 
to a digital filter design program. The output of this program is a 
digital filter design which shapes a white sequence into a sequence with 
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Figure 3.1. Block diagram for the proposed method of 
analysis and simulation of service loads 
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a power spectrum similar to that of the input data. The program output 
is two sets of parameters which are the digital filter coefficients. 
These are called PSD, ENV, parameters and PSD. WOR, parameters as shown 
in Fig. 3.1. 
During the segmentation and population estimation, a statistical 
analysis is done on the time duration of the enviornmental and working 
process which constitute the nomstationary process. The result of this 
analysis is one parameter for the exponential distribution which repre­
sents the duration of the enviornmental process, and one parameter for the 
exponential distribution which represents the duration of the working 
process. These parameters are called ENV. STAT, parameter and WOR. STAT, 
parameter in Fig. 3.1(a). 
The above method reduces the analysis results to the parameters shown 
in Fig. 3.1(a). 
Simulation; The first step in simulation is to generate a white 
(uncorrelated) sequence of numbers as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). This can be 
done by either software or hardware means. The process shown in the block 
diagram utilizes a Generalized Poisson Process generator that uses the 
white random sequence to generate a signal which takes one of two values 
high or low. A high signal corresponds to the working load state and a 
low signal corresponds to the environmental load state. This signal 
chooses which ft Iter is to be applied to the white sequence in order to 
generate the simulated signal. The Generalized Poisson Process generator 
uses the statistical parameters which results from the analysis phase 
shown in part a. 
The two digital filters shown in Fig, 3.1(b) are set according to 
the parameters which were arrived at in the analysis phase. 
The analysis method is discussed in Chapter 4 and the simulation 
method is discussed using digital computers and special hardware in 
Chapter 5 and 6 respectively. 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF NONSTATIONARY SERVICE LOADS 
In this chapter,we present the method of segmentation and its use 
in estimating the power spectrum of nonstationary signals. Also, we 
present the analysis method for a Generalized Poisson Process. 
Typical nonstationary service loads are characterized by time 
varying statistics: e.g. mean, variance, power spectrum, autocorrelation 
function, etc. In order to analyze a nonstationary signal using a single 
record, time average estimators can be used if the nonstationary signal 
is segmented and the segments show a stationary-like behavior. 
A typical field measurement was recorded by Fraunhofer-Institut FuV 
Betriebsfestigkeit (LBF) (West Germany) personnel for the strain of the 
front axle of a private car running on three different test roads. The 
signal was recorded on a FM instrumentation recorder such that the very 
low frequency components of the signal were faithfully reproduced by the 
recorder. Application of the method of segments in estimating the power 
spectrum of the environmental part and the working part of the record is 
given. Also the estimation procedure which was used in deciding whether 
a part of the record belongs to the enviornmental or working population 
Is explained and the computational facilities used are shown. 
A. Estimation of the Power Spectrum 
Given a stationary process X(t), the autocorrelation function for a 
lag time T is defined as 
R(T) = E[X(t) • X(T + t)] (4.1) 
where E stands for the mathematical expectation operation over the 
ensemble of the process X(t). Another function of the lag time x is the 
autocovariance function C(T) which is defined as 
C(T) = E [(X(t) - E[X(t)]) . (X(t + T) - E[X(t)])] (4.2) 
where the mean of the process E [X(t)] is constant with time for a 
stationary process. The autocorrelation function and the autocovariance 
function become equal for processes with zero mean. 
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The assumption of Ergodicity states that for a stationary ergodic 
process, the time averages and the ensemble averages are equal. The 
definition of the autocorrelation function estimator via time averaging 
is lim I 
R(T) - T—•><» i / X(t) • X(t + T) dt 
o. 
This is the biased estimator definition of the autocorrelation function. 
The unbiased estimator of the autocorrelation function can be obtained by 
replacing T by (T - T) in the denominator in front of the integration in 
Eq. (4.3). 
The biased estimator will be used in this research due to an important 
feature proven by Jenkins and Watts (28, pp. 183, 184). This feature is 
that the biased autocorrelation function estimator has a smaller mean 
square error than the unbiased autocorrelation function estimator. Given 
the digitized form of the process X(t), we may have a segment of size 
N (X^, n = 0, 1, 2, N-1) for which the discrete estimate of the autocor­
relation function is 
. N-m-1 
R_ =4 Z X_ • X__,_, (4.4) 
m N '^n *n+|m| 
where m is the lag number given by m = x/h, where h is the sampling time. 
The Power Spectrum S(f) is defined as the Fourier transform of the 
autocorrelation function, i.e. 
S(f) ^  y- / R(t) dT (4.5) 
-00 
In the case of a sequence of numbers X with autocorrelation R , the 
n m 
definition of the power spectrum is 
SK = H " «M îr 
-M 
where k is a frequency index, m is the lag number, and M is the maximum 
lag number above which the autocorrelation function has zero value. 
The definition of the power spectrum estimator given In Eq. (4.6) 
is for the two sided power spectrum. Thus, k is the index for both 
positive and negative frequencies. Another frequently used function Is 
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the one sided power spectrum G(f)o This function is defined only for 
positive frequencies. It is related to the function S(f) as 
G(f) = 2 S(f) , f > 0 (4.7) 
This function is obtained if the method of its estimation is based 
on the band pass filter method (either analog or digital)» For the case of 
a segment of size N of sequence X^, the relation defined In Eq. (4.7) 
still holds; i.e., = 2S^. 
Estimating S|^ for sequence can be done in one of two ways. The 
first method is called the indirect method. In this method, the auto­
correlation function Is calculated first (for a finite segment of size N 
the autocorrelation function defined by Eq. (4.4) Is replaced by the 
circular autocorrelation definition in which X = X.). Then the 
n+i I 
Discrete Fourier Series of the autocorrelation function Is calculated 
to give the discrete power spectrum estimate (also known as the 
periodogram). This method has the advantage that the autocorrelation 
is a byproduct. We can gain Insight into the characteristics of the 
sequence X by closely examining it. Usually some kind of smoothing Is 
" 
needed for the power spectrum estimate. This smoothing Is required since, 
as proven in references 17 and 28, the variance of the power spectrum 
estimate is of the same order as the spectrum magnitude. 
When using the indirect method, smoothing Is usually done by two 
ways. The first is by averaging more than one estimate of the auto­
correlation function. The second Is by multiplying the autocorrelation 
function by a lag window (28, 29, and 30). The lag window emphasizes the 
autocorrelation value at the low lag numbers and demphaslzes Its values 
at the high lag numbers. Applying the lag window in the time domain by 
multiplication Is equivalent to convolving (weighted moving averaging) 
the Discrete Fourier Series of the autocorrelation function by the Dis­
crete Fourier Series of the lag window. (The Fourier Transform of the 
lag window is known as the spectral window.) Direct multiplication in 
the time domain requires less calculations. 
The second method of estimating the power spectrum, known as the 
direct method, has become widely used after Cooley and Tukey (31) presented 
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his algorithm for calculating the Discrete Fourier Transform via a very 
efficient calculation procedure known as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), 
The autocorrelation function is not a byproduct of the direct method. 
However, reference 17 shows that the power spectrum defined by Eq. (4.5) 
is equivalent to the result of the following equation. 
where Xj(f) is the Fourier Transform of the function X(t) which has values 
other than zero in time 0 to T, The above relation can be extended to the 
case of a inite sequence of size N, X ; n = 0, 1,...N-1, by the relation 
where Xj^ is the Discrete Fourier Series calculated via the Fast Fourier 
Transform according to the following definition (32). 
I N-1 -j 2nkn 
\ = ÏÏ j, "n ' " <"•"» 
The definition given in Eq. (4.10) is not a standard one since many 
workers in digital signal processing use Eq. (4.10) without dividing by N. 
The definition as given in Eq. (4.10) is used in this work because of two 
important features. First, when Eq. (4.10) is applied to the sine func­
tion sequence 
X^ = A sin , n = 0, 1, ...» N-1 
we obtain 
X^ = A/2 for k = 1, N-1 (4.11) 
= 0 otherwise 
The Magnitude of X^ is related directly to the amplitude of the sine 
function. A, while the other definition will include N in the result. 
In other words, using Eq. (4.10) gives results which are directly related 
to the engineering unit of the input. 
Second, the power spectrum is easily calculated using Eq. (4.9), and 
the result satisfies Parseval's formula (30) which relates the mean square 
average of the signal to the Fourier Transform by the relation 
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X^(t)dt = ^  y |x(w)| dw (4.12) 
An equivalent relation for a sequence of size N is 
N-1 , 
Z N-1 I 
n=0 = Z I X, 
k=0 ' 
(4.13) 
l n i * 
N 
Another result which relates the variance of the process to the Discrete 
Fourier Transform is 
N-1 
Var (X„) = I 
" k=1 
(4.14) 
Hence, the direct method for estimating the power spectrum of a sequence 
X of size N is to calculate the FFT X. according to Eq. (4,10) and then 
n k 
to calculate the square of these amplitudes (S^). 
Smoothing is also needed for the direct method of estimating the 
power spectrum. One method mentioned in literature (33» 34) is to use 
data windows. Since the Discrete Fourier Series treats the sequence X^ 
of size N as being a periodic signal which consists of a series of seg­
ments identical to the analyzed segment, large amplitudes of the segment 
samples at the extremes has the effect of a sharp change of amplitude 
between one segment and the next. This sharp change causes a large mean 
square error in the power spectrum estimate. Data windows are applied to 
suppress the segment's amplitudes at the ends. This procedure has the 
disadvantage of loosing the information contained in the suppressed part 
of the segment. This situation can be corrected to some extent using the 
overlapping method (34) where segments used from the signal record are 
taken such that they overlap each other for a certain number of samples. 
Although this method is claimed (34) to give good smoothing results, it 
has two disadvantages. The first is that the relation between the data 
window function and its effect on the power spectrum amplitudes are not 
easily calculated (35, 36). The second disadvantage is that taking over­
lapped segments of a sequence of data requires large storing facilities 
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since the entire sequence needs to be stored, and then appropriate 
segments chosen for calculation. The overlapping method was excluded due 
to these disadvantages. 
A second direct method variation is the method of segmenting and zero 
padding or the smoothed periodogram method (37, 38). In this method, a 
segment of N data points is collected from the record. This segment is 
padded by N zeros at its end. These zeros can be put at either the be­
ginning or the end of the data segment. The Fast Fourier Transform is 
then calculated for the 2N points. (N data points plus N zeros.) Addi­
tional segments of data are acquired, padded with zeros, the FFT is cal­
culated, and the resulting, FFT coefficients are averaged with the previous 
results. After finishing the entire record, a spectral window (39) is 
applied in the frequency domain by convolving the average power spectrum 
by the spectral window. . 
The necessity of zero padding is explained by Yuen (37) as follows. 
The periodogram (S^J as it is usually calculated for a segment of 
data (Eq. (4.9)) contains only half the terms that make up the Discrete 
Fourier Transform of the autocorrelation function. If X(t) is defined on 
the time interval [0,T], then the power spectrum is defined from the auto­
correlation on the interval [-T,T], over which the autocorrelation is 
symmetric, so that its Fourier coefficients are real, as any power spec­
trum has to be. Now this is an interval of length 2T, and we must compute 
Fourier coefficients at the frequencies + i/2T, i =0, 1, ... . On the 
other hand, when we compute the FFT of X(t) over [0,T], we obtain coef­
ficients only for the frequencies + i/T. In his paper (37), Yuen showed 
a comparison of this method against other methods for estimating the power 
spectrum and he showed that this method gives the least mean square 
deviation from the theoretical power spectrum. It should be noticed that 
padding a data segment with an equal number of zeros will result in an 
apparent mean square value for the zero padded segment which is half the 
original mean square value of the signal. 
The stage of applying the spectral window via convolution in the 
frequency domain was limited to spectral windows which have finite 
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nonzero ordinates such that the convolution can be done efficiently. The 
Manning window (39), for example, is very popular because it can be 
implemented by the simple relation 
*k " i Vl + Y *k + T (4.15) 
I 
where is the unsmoothed power spectrum and Xj^ is the smoothed power 
spectrum. Recently Geckinii (40)compiled the discrete optimal approxima­
tion for different window functions devised In the literature. These co­
efficients can be used in applying the spectral window via convolution. 
The choice of different window functions depends on the spectral analysis 
requirements such as the degree of smoothing, bias, and sensitivity of 
the spectral estimate to the theoretical power spectrum. In this work, we 
use either the Manning window in some Instances, or no window at all In 
other cases where frequency lumping was used. 
The last discussion illustrates the method of estimating the power 
spectrum for a segment of a stationary ergodic process. We still need 
to decide which population does the segment belong to in order to average 
it with the other segments of Its own population. Since we have a single 
record to analyze, we must make the decision based on the information 
available in the data segment itself. 
Since the model that we assumed to fit the data calls for a non-
stationary process which consists of a composition of stationary processes, 
at least one of the statistics of the process (e.g. mean, variance, power 
spectrum, autocorrelation, etc.) will be different. Estimating this 
statistic for a segment of data should enable us to estimate the popula­
tion that each segment of data belongs to. We stress here the word 
estimation of the population because sample variances will cause consider­
able scatter In the statistic we use. We call this statistic the popula­
tion estimator. Interference between this statistic for two populations 
may be large enough to make the population estimation process unreliable. 
Hence, the choice of the population estimator Is an Important task. In 
the fol lowing, we present two population estimators which were success­
fully used In analyzing the strain data from the front axle of a private 
car running on three different test roads. 
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1, Time averaged absolute value estimator 
In using this estimator, the average absolute value of the signal 
amplitude in a certain interval of time was monitored. An electronic 
circuit was built to implement this estimator. This circuit will be 
shown later in this chapter. When the average absolute value exceeded 
a certain threshold value, D(t) is considered to be one (working popula­
tion), otherwise D(t) is considered to be zero (environment population). 
The threshold value was taken as 5% of the full scale recorder output. 
(Note that the service load history was recorded on a tape recorder.) For 
our case, the full scale output of the tape recorder was + 5 volts, giving 
a threshold value of 0.25 volts. This threshold was chosen on the basis 
of visual inspection of the signal. A precision absolute value circuit 
(41) with a gain of 4 was used (i.e. a function of 4|x(t)j was monitored). 
A voltage controlled oscillator circuit (42) was used to digitize the 
value of time integration of the function 4|x(t)| at the end of one second 
duration. The sensitivity of this circuit was 10 counts/volt. So a time 
average count of 10 represented the threshold between environmental and 
working estimators. 
The frequency response function of the time averaging process is the 
sine functions (43) shown in Fig. 4.1. The main loop ends at 1/Ta Hz, 
where Ta is the averaging time. For an averaging time of 1 sec, the main 
loop ends at 1 Hz. A versatile feature of this estimator is that the 
time average can be widened, and consequently, the main loop is narrowed 
by averaging consecutive readings of the circuit output. In our case, we 
used three consecutive readings, which corresponds to either a 3 sec 
averaging time or a main loop which ends at 1/3 Hz. 
2. 0 to 1 Hz band power estimator 
The rational for using this estimator is based on the low frequency 
content usually found in working loads, which distinguish them from 
environmental loads. The existence of these low frequency loads increase 
the power content at the low frequency end of the power spectrum. This 
estimator was implemented for each segment of data by calculating the 
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gure 4.2. Frequency Response Function of the band limiting process 
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power in the 0 to 1 Hz band using integration of the segment's spectrum. 
This value was compared to a threshold value which was established by 
visual inspection of the nonstationary signal at first and observing the 
different power spectra of randomly selected segments of data. When this 
power integration value exceeded the threshold value, the process D(t) 
was considered to be one (i.e. working population), otherwise D(t) was 
considered to be zero (i.e. environment population). 
Considering only the low frequency part of the power spectrum (O to 
1 Hz in this case), is equivalent to filtering the segment of data by a 
filter which has a frequency response function shown in Fig. 4o2. It 
should be noticed, however, that zero padding the data segment with an 
equal number of zeros is equivalent to using a rectangular window function 
whose length is half the time that the FFT calculation is based on. Con­
sequently, the Fourier Transform of the zero padded signal will be the 
result of convolving the FFT of the original data with the sine function 
(sin nfT/2/nfT/2), where T is the total analyzed length (including the 
data segment and the padding zeros). The result will be a smoothed ver­
sion of the power spectrum of the original data. In other words, power 
will leak from the low frequency part to the high frequency part and vice 
versa. As a result, the filtered signal in the frequency domain will 
deviate from being ideally filtered as shown in Fig. 4.2. This deviation 
depends on the spectrum of the signal. For flat power spectra, the devia­
tion is small while for sharply varying spectra the deviation is large. 
B, Computational Facilities 
The facilities used for this study consisted of a Tandberg instrumen­
tation tape recorder, a Norland 3001 Wave Analysis System, a Commodore 
PET 32k micro computer, and a GR 1952 Universal Filter. The Commodore 
PET micro computer started and stopped the recorder using the circuit 
shown in Fig. 4.3. As shown in the figure, a computer control line (line 
CB2 in the VIA 6522 I/O port at the user port of the computer) is driven 
either high (+5V) or low (ground) using a basic language command. The 
2N222 switch transistor is turned on and off accordingly. The transistor 
allows or prevents current to activate the reed relay model A005. 
The switch connects or disconnects a control line in the instrumentation 
recorder to ground and consequently the tape recorder stops or starts. 
Through the IEEE 488 Bus [GPIB], the micro computer controlled the 
data acquisition process of the Norland and started and stopped the analy­
sis program stored in the Norland, The PET micro computer was programmed 
to collect data from Norland and the special circuit which was built for es­
timating the average absolute value. The micro computer prepared a final 
report of the analysis results and outputed it later on a DEC IV printer. 
In order to read the time average absolute value estimator, a special 
electronic circuit was built. Fig. 4.4 shows the analog circuit which Was 
used to calculate the absolute value of the signal (41, p. 34). 
Another electronic circuit was built to measure the integral of the 
absolute value of the signal recorded on the tape recorder. This circuit 
calculates the following function 
.t 
'n-'< J "  X(T) dT (4.16) 
where k is a gain factor and T is the time duration in which the calcula-
tion is made. Typically a one second time duration was used. In the 
building blocks of the circuit shown in Fig. 4.5, an LM566 voltage con­
trolled oscillator is used to generate a square signal of amplitude 5 
volts and frequency proportional to the amplitude of the signal. In order 
to scale the input voltage such that the best resolution Is obtained from 
the oscillator, the analog circuit shown in Fig, 4.6 was used. This 
analog circuit also adds a bias voltage to the signal going to the voltage 
controlled oscillator (VCO), This bias voltage Is needed for the LM55C IC 
to operate In the linear range. The analog circuit uses one LM324 In­
tegrated circuit which contains four operational amplifiers, A 7805 volt­
age regulator was used to limit the magnitude of the square signal coming 
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Figure 4.3, Switch controlled by the PET micro computer 
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Figure 4.6. Analog Circuit used for Conditioning the signal 
in the Voltage Controlled Oscillator 
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out of the VCO to +5 volts to be TTL compatible. As shown in Fig. 4.6 
two SN 7^191 digital counters were used to count the square signal. In 
order to produce a count proportional to the average amplitude in time 
duration T , the counter is cleared at the beginning of time T , and the 
a a 
count available on the counter at the end of time T is latched (or held 
for readout) using two SN 74175 latches. The control lines which clear 
the counter and latch the result are generated by two LM 555 multivi­
brator ICs. The first LM 555 is configured as an a_stable oscillator 
which continuously generate the first signal (labeled (1)) as shown in 
the timing diagram shown in Fig, 4,7, At the falling edge of signal (l) 
the second LM 555 (which was configured as a monostable oscillator) is 
triggered as shown by signal (2), Signal (1) is connected to the pre­
load pin of the counter. As long as signal (1) is low, all 8 bits of 
the counter are set to zero. When signal (1) goes high, the counter 
starts counting the frequency modulated square signal. The signal (2) 
is inverted as shown in Fig. 4.6 to give signal (3) shown in Fig. 4.7. 
T seconds after signal (1) goes high signal (3) goes high latching the 
resulted count in the SN 74175 latches. The time T was adjusted using 
10 turn potentiometers. Line (3) which latches the count was also 
connected to the CAl line of the micro computer input/output port. This 
port is a VIA 6522 chip which has the capability of programming the line 
CAl to be a flag set on either the rising edge or the falling edge of 
the signal CAl, In our case,VIA port was programmed to set the CAl flag 
at the rising edge of the signal. The computer was programmed to wait 
until the CAl flag is set. Once it is set that means that a valid count 
is available. The computer then resets the flag to zero and reads the 8 
bits present on the two SN 74175 latches. Thè output of these latches 
were connected to the input/output data lines of the VIA I/O port. (This 
is the user port as labeled on the computer.) The VIA 6522 port was pro­
grammed to configure input/output data has as an input, A schematic dia­
gram for the circuit is shown in Fig. 4.8. 
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C. Procedure of the Computations 
Fig. 4.9 shows a schematic for the control lines and data lines of 
the Analysis system. Fig. 4.10 shows a block diagram of the program 
called PSD which was written in Basic language and was used to control 
the Analysis process. In the following,we illustrate the computation 
steps. 
1. Collect and digitize a segment of the record 
This segment may belong to either the working or the environmental 
population. This is done by turning the recorder on and waiting for one 
second before the start of time acquisition to allow the recorder to 
attain its standard tape speed. The PET micro computer then starts its 
communication with the Norland Wave Analysis System by sending a command 
to start data acquisition. The Norland responds by triggering its data 
acquisition process at a previously set sampling rate. After a certain 
length of time,the PET sends a command to the Norland to start running 
the program previously stored in its memory. The Norland responds by 
running its program. The PET then stops the recorder and keeps track of 
the length of record used. 
2. Arrange the digitized data such that an equal number of zeros is 
appended to the data 
The Norland program starts by stopping data acquisition, then the 
program calculates the average amplitude of the last half channel filled 
with acquired data. Since a single channel in the Norland has 1024 
sample points, the Norland averages the samples stored in locations 512 
to 1023. Then it subtracts this average value from the entire channel. 
The next step is to put zeros in storage locations 0 to 511. In this way, 
we acquire 512 sample points, pad them with additional 512 zeros, and 
maintain a zero average for all 1024 points. 
3. Compute the power spectrum 
This step is done as a single program line since there is a program 
subroutine built in the Norland software which calculates the PSD. This 
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program realizes the relation that the integration under the calculated 
power spectrum is equal to the mean square value of the signal. In our 
case, however, we made sure that the mean value is zero to the best 
accuracy of the Norland machine (12 bits). Due to zero padding,the 
integration under the PSD is equal to one half the variance of the ac­
quired signal. In the case where we use the absolute value estimator, 
the Norland program stops after calculating the PSD and is ready for the 
next PET command. In the case of using the 0 to 1 band power estimator, 
the Norland calculates the estimator value by integrating the power In 
this frequency band. 
The Norland displays the PSD as calculated from the FFT algorithm 
in the digital frequency range 0 to 2n where digital the frequency is 
defined by (44), where f^ is the sampling frequency and f is the 
actual frequency in Hz. The power in a certain band is calculated by 
adding one part in the range of frequencies O-ir and the corresponding part 
in the range tt to 2ir. Due to the symmetry of the FFT about the digital 
frequency ir, we can just integrate the power in the range 0 to ir and then 
multiply by 2. An additional multiplication by 2 is also needed due to 
zero padding. After completing this task. Norland is ready for new PET 
command. 
4. Make a decision if this segment belongs to the environment or the 
working load population 
This decision is made by the PET computer. A threshold value is set 
in the program running in the PET computer. The program obtains the 
current estimator value. In case of using the absolute value estimator, 
the PET reads the input data from the circuit Fig. 4.8, and in case 
of using the 0 to 1 Hz band power estimator the PET reads the estimator 
value from the Norland. 
5. Average the PSD of the current segment with the PSD's of the preceding 
segments from the same population 
This is done by allocating two different arrays in the PET, one for 
each PSD function. The ith PSD was averaged using the equation 
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sT = st , (i-1)/l + S./Î (4.17) i i -1 i 
where SÎ is the average power spectrum estimate after making the ith 
measurement. Notice that S stands for the array k = 0,1,...511. 
=0 all the time due to zero averaging. Using Eq. (4.17),allows for 
monitoring the current average value of the PSD at any time. 
6. Apply Manning (or any other) Spectral window by convolution in the 
frequency domain according to the relation 
\ " i vl + i ^k \+l (4-18) 
This step was not necessary when adjacent values were lumped or added 
together as illustrated in the next step. 
7. Lump PSD ordinates in order to have 1 Hz resolution 
This is the form of the final estimate of the one sided power 
spectrum G^. Noting that the sampling rate used in the Norland in our 
analysis was 5 ms and the number of samples per channel was 1024, the 
frequency resolution was 1/(5 x 1.024) Hz. When five ordinates were 
added together, the amplitude was in fact the power in | Hz rather 
than 1 Hz. In order to correct for the non integer frequency intervals, 
the integrated value was multiplied by 1.024. This corrects for the 
amplitudes while the estimate is centered at the middle of the five ordi­
nates used in the estimation. It was decided that for all practical 
purposes this difference will not significantly distort the PSD picture. 
Hence, these middle points were given a nominal frequency value that 
corresponds to a resolution of 1/5 Hz for simplicity of reference. How­
ever, when a certain point was needed, its actual center value was used. 
D. Results 
The one-sided power spectrum estimates (G^) which resulted from the 
Analysis procedure illustrated before are shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. 
The service load analyzed is the strain in the front axle of a private 
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car running over three different test roads. Parts a, b, and c of 
Fig. 4.11 are the analysis result for roads 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
The estimator used in Fig. 4.11 is the average absolute value esti­
mator. Parts a, b, and c of Fig. 4,12 are the analysis result for roads 
1, 2, and 3, respectively using the 0 to 1 Hz band power estimator. In 
each figure both the environmental PSD and the working PSD are shown in 
2 2 
the same figure. The ordinates are V /Hz in dB re:(lV /Hz). The ab­
scissa represent frequency in a log form. The estimator used, the thres­
hold value, and the number of segments are given in each figure. 
It is apparent from these figures that the PSD of the process under 
consideration can be divided into two parts. The low frequency part 
(0 to 10 Hz) and the high frequency part (11 to 50 Hz). In the following 
we study each of them independently. 
1. Low Frequency Spectrum (0 to 10 Hz) 
In this frequency range,the spectrum drops linearly on the dB vs. 
log f scale. This is a characteristic of the road roughness spectra (45) 
A suitable parametric description for the spectrum In this frequency 
range is 
Using the least square method, straight lines were fitted to the 
data points. The results are given In Table 4.1* In column A,the Inter­
section of the straight line (1 Hz) is given, WA Is the 95% confidence 
intervals of A. B is the slope of the straight line in dB/decade, and r 
is the correlation coefficient (46). 
Checking the calculated correlation coefficients against tabulated 
values (46) it was found that we must reject the hypothesis that the data 
is not fitting a straight line at 35% confidence level. One example of 
that is road 1, working part. The regression line is 
gf = a(f)"^ (4,19) 
On the logorithmic scale, the above equation becomes 
10 log^Q = 10 log^Q a + (-lOn) log^g f 
A + B lOg^Q f (4,20) 
10 1og,Q = -17.399 - 18,34 log^^ f (4,21) 
Table 4.1. Linear regression analysis results of low frequency spectra 
Estimator Population Road A(dB) WA(dB) B r 
No. of 
Segments a n 
abs val working 1 
-17.399 .8103 -18.34 .994 83 .0182 1.834 
abs val working 2 - 6.552 2.924 -24.31 .988 46 .2212 2.431 
abs val working 3 - 7.977 1.953 -18.37 .992 294 .1593 1.837 
abs val environment 1 -25.872 .836 -12.96 .836 1 .00259 1.296 
abs val environment 2 -24.776 3.155 -14.64 .965 46 .00333 1.464 
abs va 1 envi ronment 3 -24.645 4.412 -14.82 .953 9 .00343 1.482 
1 Hz Band working 1 -13.48 4.369 -24.27 .994 114 .0449 2.427 
1 Hz Band working 2 
- 7.274 2.237 -27.23 .992 172 .1873 2.723 
1 Hz Band working 3 - 5.647 2.759 -26.82 .990 174 .2725 2.682 
1 Hz Band envi ronment 1 -22.63 .363 -18.17 .997 198 .0055 1.817 
I Hz Band environment 2 -22.656 .332 -17.20 .997 161 .0054 1.720 
1 Hz Band envi ronment 3 -22.561 1.984 -15.55 .980 182 .0055 1.555 
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The correlation coefficient r = -.994, from Tables (46), at 95% confidence 
level, we must reject the hypothesis that data does not fit a straight 
line if|r| < .602. The intersection at frequency 1 Hz A = -17.399, the 
95% confidence interval of A is + .8103. 
The constants a and n in Eq. 4.19 are also given. The value of y 
was found to be reasonable compared to the values reported in reference 
(45, pp. 282-283) the values for ti in reference (45) are 3.8 for smooth 
runway, 2.1 for rough runway, 2.1 for smooth highway, 2.1 for highway 
with gravel, 1.6 for pasture and 1.6 for plowed field. 
Fig. 4,13 shows a plot for the fitted lines for road 3 when different 
estimators were used. We can see a consistency in the results for the 
two estimators used. From Table 4.1,we can see that the environmental 
spectra are more consistent in different roads. We also see that the 
two estimators chosen are able to differentiate between the working and 
environment populations which is the basis for simulation. 
2. High Frequency Spectrum (11 to 50 Hz) 
Studying the PSD plots in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12, it becomes clear that 
the power spectrum departs from being a 1inearly decreasing function in 
the dB vs. log f graph in this range. In fact, this departure is a valu­
able description of the dynamic characteristic of the mechanical system, 
which in this case is a private car. 
The signal record is, in fact, the response of the car to the road 
pattern. Hence, not only does it contain information about the road 
roughness, as shown from the previous discussion, but also, it contains 
information about the dynamic system itself. With this background, we can 
explain the high frequency part of the PSD s as the resonance of the auto 
system at its natural frequencies which lie in this part of the spectrum 
(47). 
Another piece of information which may prove helpful in interpreting 
the power spectra, is that the strain on the front shaft axle at one 
wheel IS the response to excitations from all four wheels as well as any 
other point on the car, like the wind effect. Different combination of 
forces excite different natural frequencies in the system. This means 
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that we should expect certain natural frequencies to appear or not appear 
in different segments depending on sources of excitation present when the 
signals are recorded. The power in a certain band of natural frequency 
resonance (14 to 16 Hz was used) was tried as population estimator. Be­
cause of the last observation, this population estimator was not success­
ful in differentiating between environmental segments and working seg­
ments. However, on the average, the power spectrum will be of larger 
amplitude at these natural frequencies. 
In fig. 4.14,we isolate the peaks of the power spectrum in the range 
11 to 50 Hz for road 3. From this figure,we can estimate that natural 
frequencies exist around 15» 24, 43, and 47 Hz. These values are within 
the range of natural frequencies of the driveline assembly of a passenger 
car (47). For a more precise idea about these frequencies, more analysis 
is needed to enhance the resolution of the spectrum in this range of 
frequencies. 
The effects of different estimators and the use of a Hanning window 
on the power spectrum estimate are shown in Fig. 4,15 for road 1. 
Fig. 4.15(a) shows the enviornmental estimate for road 1. To study the 
effect of estimator change, the mean obsolute value estimator and the 
0 to 1 Hz power band estimator using two threshold values (3.6 E-3 and 
4.88 E-3) were used. Different estimators tend to give the same results. 
The larger scatter of the 4|x| estimator results is due to using a smaller 
number of segments of data. 
The results of using the 0 to 1 Hz power band estimator with a 
threshold value of 3.6 E-3 are shown in Fig. 4.15 when the Hanning window 
is (w/) and is not (w/o) used. We see that the results are almost iden­
tical. These results justify not using the Hanning window in all estima­
tion processes. 
Fig, 4.15(b) shows the working PSD estimate. The same observations 
made before are valid here. It is worth noting that the choice of the 
threshold value of the estimator was not optimized. However, the last 
results indicate that the estimators used are relatively insensitive to 
the threshold value. 
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In Fig. 4.16,we compare the PSDs for roads 1, 2, and 3 using the 
same estimator and threshold value. From this figure,we see the consis­
tency of the environmental spectrum compared to the working spectrum. 
This observation is consistent with our idea about the load history. 
E. Parameterizing the PSD 
So far we were able to divide the nonstationary service load according 
to the stochastic model represented by Eq. (3.1). The result includes two 
power spectrum estimates, one for the environmental part, and one for the 
working part of the service load. The next step is to describe these 
PSDs by parameters rather than graphs. 
In order to parameterize the PSDs, we consider the fact that any 
power spectrum can be obtained by filtering a white noise using a filter 
whose frequency response function matches the experimental data. The 
equation that we need to keep in mind is 
S(f) = |H(f)|2 . w (4.22) 
where S(f) is the two sided power spectrum, |H(f)| is the magnitude of 
the frequency response function and W (a constant) is the amplitude of 
the white noise power spectrum. Taking a unity white noise (i.e. W = 1) 
Eq. (4.22) reduces to 
S(f) = |H(f)| ^ (4.23) 
Since we have chosen to collect a finite segment of data of size N, 
Eq. (4.23) can be rewritten in a discrete form as 
S^ = |h^P (k = 0, 1, 2, ..., N/2) (4.24) 
The problem is then reduced to designing a digital filter which has a 
frequency response function k =0, 1, 2 ..., N/2. 
The choice of a digital filter rather thgn an analog filter allows 
a precise determination of filter coefficients which insures that the 
same simulation can be worked in different laboratories with the same re-
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suit being obtained. This can be further insured if the digital filter 
has the same configuration and number of bits. 
In the literature (44, 48, and 49), many configurations are shown. 
Between these, it was decided that the cascaded form of second order 
filters is most suitable for many reasons. Paramount among these are that 
the filter is less sensitive to the truncation errors,availability of de­
sign programs, and the existence of an efficient way to implement the 
filter (ROM/Accumulator method). The discrete frequency response function 
takes the form 
-1 -2 
B 1 + a, jZ + a, - 2  
H(z) = c X TT '* 2x1— (4.25) 
i=l 1 + b, .Z- + b_ .z 
1,1 z,i 
where c^, a., and b. are the filter coefficients that we need to choose 
and z is the complex variable of the z transform. Since the unit block of 
the filter is a second order, the order of the filter is 2B where B is 
the number of 2nd order blocks. 
A design program written by K. Steiglitz in (44) that uses the 
F1etcher-Powel search routine to find the values of the filter parameters 
that will produce frequency response function that minimizes the squared 
error between H(f) . . and |H(f)l was used to calculate the 
' des I red I I design 
a.'s and b.'s. 
Since we have the power spectrum in the one sided form at frequencies 
1 to 50 Hz, we assumed that 50 Hz is the maximum frequency that we are in­
terested in. However, from Shanon's sampling theorem in (30) we find that 
the sampling frequency must be at least 100 Hz. V/e selected the sampling 
freqency to be f = 100 Hz, and the ratio (f/f ) was calculated for each 
'• • s . 
frequency. Since we need to define a desired frequency response function, 
we used the following relationship 
l"f I desired = ; (f - 0. ,/f,. 2/f,. .... 5) (1.26) 
This relation was used to find Hj^ for the environmental and working loads 
as shown in Table 4.2. 
Fig. 4.17 shows the input data file for Steiglitz's program in (44) 
which was used to design the filter for the environmental data. Figs. 4.18 
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and 4.19 show the output design of the digital filters for the environmen­
tal population and the working population, respectively. The fourth order 
filter was exclusively selected to be the one used in all cases. The 
reason for this choice will become apparent in Chapter 6 where we dis­
cuss the hardware implementation of the process simulation. The discrete 
transfer function in the z domain can be written in the form 
Referring to Fig. 4.17 (computer output for the environment popula­
tion), we can identify the poles and zeros as follows 
^1,1 0.20222653 + j 0.41475719 
'"2,1 0.20222653 - j 0.41475719 
^*1,1 0.49304178 + 
j 0.72797649 
'*2,1 0.49304178 - j 0.72797649 
^1,2 0.20222653 + 
j 0.41475719 
''2,2 0.20222653 - j 0.41475719 
^1,2 0.94722683 + j 0.00 
^2,2 -0.39376546 + . j 0.00 
The constant c = 0.0054445653 
o 
The poles and zeros of H(z) can be plotted in the z plane as shown in 
Fig. 4.20 where Os stands for zeros and xs stand for poles. The value 
eJ^'ff pQÎp^s to different points at the unit circle in the z plane accord­
ing to f. Notice that the frequency response function (FRF) repeats 
itself each 277 argument and that the poles and zeros are symmetrical 
about the real axis. Hence, the information in the FRF is repeated 
after ir argument. We can present all the information about the magnitude 
of the FRF by plotting the magnitude versus the frequency for frequencies 
in the range f/f^ = 0 to f/f^ = 0.5. This has been done using a Basic 
Program (MAG). The program divides the frequency spectrum into a finite 
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Table 4,2. Power spectra of the environmental and working populations 
and their matched filter frequency response 
f Og(f) (V^/Hz) : Hg(f) Gytf) (vVhz) 
I 3.28245238E-03 .0405120499 .0187136688 .0967307316 
£ 1.22184942E-03 .0247168912 4.68446147E-03 .0483965984 
3 2.8754578E-04 .0119905334 2.79153179E-03 .0373599504 
4 6.81241646E-04 .0184559157 1.63122798E-03 .0285589564 
5 1.53178593E-04 8.7515311E-03 8.07978192E-04 .02009948 
6 2.22601641E-04 .0105499204 5.96466359E-04 .017269429 
7 2.70078048E-04 .0116206293 4.05036219E-04 .0142308858 
a 6.62878125E-05 5.75707445E-03 4.92235764E-04 .0156881446 
S 2.98295153E-04 .0122125991 3é5905446E-04 .0133987772 
10 2.57084319E-04 .0113376435 2.71024565E-04 .0116409743 
II 1.16003673E-04 7.61589367E-03 1.6739931lE-04 9.1487515BE-03 
12 8.55471094E-05 6.54014944E-03 1.66882552E-04 9.13461964E-03 
13 2.76348518E-04 .0117547547 2.45042753E-04 .0110689375 
14 1.04358516E-04 7.22352115E-03 4.15486053E-04 .0144132934 
15 4.39828588E-04 .0148295075 4.9097B095E-04 .0156680582 
16 2.62911797E-04 .0114654219 5.96786449E-04 .0172740622 
17 2.29767891E-04 .0107183928 3.20037671E-04 .0126498552 
18 3.53833592E-05 4.20614783E-03 1.98123717E-04 9.95298238E-03 
19 9.00260151E-05 6.70917339E-03 1.23109876E-04 7.8456955E-03 
20 3.00086714E-05 3.87354304E-03 9.42826354E-05 6.86595352E-03 
21 3.40396867E-05 4.12551128E-03 8.98378083E-05 6.70215668E-03 
22 2.68734374E-05 3.665613E-03 1.19198417E-04 7.72005237E-03 
23 2.01550782E-05 3.17451399E-03 9.61592628E-05 6.93394775E-03 
24 1.97071871E-05 3.13904341E-03 9.239J3887E-05 6.79637362E-03 
25 2.32903126E-05 3.41250001E-03 8.8999251lE-05 6.67080397E-03 
26 2.82171093E-05 3.7561356E-03 9.36435331E-05 6.84264324E-03 
27 1.92592969E-05 3.1031S749E-03 1.1105032lE-04 7.4515207E-03 
28 1.16451561E-05 2.41300167E-03 1.56378283E-04 8.8424624E-03 
29 2.06029684E-05 3.20959253E-03 1.3163659E-04 8.11284753E-03 
30 6.27046865E-06 1.77065929E-03 1.18471144E-04 7.69646492E-03 
31 1.34367187E-05 2.59197981E-03 8.57179664E-05 6.54667727E-03 
32 2.32903121E-05 3.41249997E-03 5.31670085E-05 5.15591934E-03 
33 8.95780979Ë-07 6.69246209E-04 5.94844479E-05 5.45364318E-03 
34 1.6571953lE-05 2.87853723E-03 3.33803828E-05 4.08536307E-03 
35 1.03014844E-05 2.26952466E-03 4.60700586E-05 4.79948219E-03 
36 5.37468728E-06 l.G393il94E-03 4.25176985E-05 4.61073ig7E-03 
37 5.82257777E-06 1.70624895E-03 4.3025122E-05 4.63816354E-03 
38 3.58312467E-06 1.33849256E-03 4.66124264E-05 4.8276509E-03 
39 1.29888279E-05 2.548414E-03 3.03465718E-05 3.89529022E-03 
40 6.27046865E-06 1.77065929E-03 2.48586419E-05 3.5255242lE-03 
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00 
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0.0400.0247168912 
0.0600.0119905334 
0.0800.0184559157 
0.1000.0087515311 
0.1200.0105499204 
0.1400.0116206293 
0.1600.0057570745 
0.1800.0122125991 
0.2000.0113376435 
0.2200.0076158937 
0.2400.0065401494 
0.2600.0117547547 
0.2800.0072233521 
0.3000.0148295075 
0.3200.0114654219 
0.3400.0107183928 
0.3600.0042061478 
0.3800.0067091734 
0.4000.0038735430 
0.4200.0041255113 
0.4400.003665613 
0.4600.0031745140 
0.4800.0031390434 
0.5000.0034125000 
0.5200.0037561356 
0.5400.0031031675 
0.5600.0024130019 
0.5800.0032095925 
0.6000.0017706593 
0.6200.0025919798 
0.6400.0034125000 
0.6600.0006692462 
0.6800.0028785372 
0.7000.0022695247 
0.7200.0016393119 
0.7400.0017062500 
0.7600.0013384926 
0.7800.0025484140 
0.8000.0017706593 
0.8200.0017062500 
0.8400.0103679193 
0.8600,0147689788 
0.8800.0115335821 
0.9000.0040154779 
0.9200.0025040904 
0.9400.0014964803 
0.9600.0020627556 
0.9800.0011591686 
1.0000.0014964802 
00008015000000.000000000.00005 
Figure 4.17, Input data file for designing the environmental filter 
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************************************************************ 
infinite impulse response(iir) 
fletcher-powl optimization #laoritM# 
recursive filter of order 4 
final error function value- 0«42436822D-03 
constant multiplier c*= 0*54445653D 02 
coefficients for cascade decomposition 
3(1,1)=-0.40445305D+00 3(2,1)= 0,21291910D+00 
b(1,i)=-0,98608357D+00 6(2,1)= 0*773039970+00 
3(1,2)=-0 *404453050+00 3(2,2)= 0•21291910D+00 
b(1,2)=-0.553461380+00 b(2,2)=-0*372985210+00 
roots 
real i ma real im<3<3 
0*202226530+00 0*414757190+00 0*202226530+00-0*414757190+00 
0*493041780+00 0*727976490+00 0*493041780+00-0*727976490+00 
0•202226530+00 0•414757190+00 0*202226530+00-0*414757190+00 
0,947226830+00 -0*393765460+00 
**********************************************************)»*: 
Figure 4,18. Environmental digital filter design (computer output) 
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************************************************************ 
infinite impulse response(iir) 
fletcher-powl optimization algorithm 
recursive filter of order 4 
final error function value- 0«11296396D-03 
constant multiplier c*= 0$85404779D-02 
coefficients for cascade decomposition 
a(1,1)=-0.73483037D+00 3(2,1)- 0»34081204D+00 
b ( 1,1)=-0 * 95931895D+00 b(2,l)= 0,754170280+00 
a(1,2)=-0*734830370+00 a(2,2)= 0.340812040+00 
b(1,2)=-0*137826600+01 b(2,2)= 0.396598950+00 
roots 
real ima real imaa 
0.367415180+00 0.453671820+00 0.367415180+00-0.453671820+00 
0.479659480+00 0.723945490+00 0.479659480+00-0.723945490+00 
0.367415180+00 0.453671820+00 0.367415180+00-0.453671820+00 
0.968963990+00 0.409302050+00 
************************************************************ 
Figure 4.19. Working digital filter design (computer output) 
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plane 
Figure 4.20. Poles and zeros of tlie environmental digital filter 
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number of points between 0 and 0.5. The Frequency Response Function 
magnitudes are calculated accoring to Eq. (4.27), where z is replaced by 
; 
In order to compare the magnitudes of the original data fed to the 
program to the frequency response function obtained for the digital 
filter, the following function was plotted in dB 
in dB = 10 log^Q (2x |H(f)| ^  ) (4.28) 
i 
where can be compared to the original data. This comparison is shown 
in Figs. 4.21 and 4.22 for the enviornmental population and the working 
population, respectively. 
We may notice that the resulting FRF of the digital filter approxi­
mates very well the original data. However, due to the fact of relatively 
low order of the filter, the shape of the FRF can not follow more than one 
peak. This is apparent in the high frequency region of the working load. 
The decision to go for higher order digital filter depends on the applica­
tion and the speed of simulation (as we will see in Chapter 6). For this 
work,we decided to choose the fourth order filter. 
Fo Statistical Analysis of Population Duration 
In the following,we present the method of analysis and a sample 
result for the process of estimating the exponential duration parameters 
for the environment and the working populations (see Fig. 3.1(a) for the 
block diagram of the entire analysis process). 
It was stated earlier, that the duration of the enviornmental popula­
tion is modeled as an exponential random variable. Considering the 
random variable t to stand for the environmental duration, the proba-
, e 
bility density function of this random variable is 
e ' (4.29) 
where Te is the parameter of the distribution. This parameter ,(Te) can 
be estimated as the mean (expected value) of t 
6 • 
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Figure 4,21, .Comparison of the environmental power spectrum and 
the frequency response of its matched filter 
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Figure 4.22. Comparison of the working power spectrum and 
the frequency response of its matched filter 
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f = e [ g  ( 4 .  
For the working load duration, the random variable is tw and the 
' A '  _  •  
parameter is T whose estimator is T - E[t ]» In order to estimate 
w w w 
the parameters and , the following procedure was followed. 
1. The nonstationary service load signal in the tape recorder was 
fed to the average absolute value illustrated before. 
2. A program (TIME) was run on the PET micro computer that read" 
the mean absolute value for each one second. The PET then 
compared the result to a threshold value, (the same value used 
in estimating the PDSs). When the average absolute estimator 
reading exceeded the threshold value, the reading was con­
sidered working, otherwise it was considered environmental. 
3. The number of consecutive readings of the same population was 
considered the duration of this population. 
4o Histograms and mean values were calculated at the end of the 
record. 
Typical results are shown in Figs. 4.23 and 4.24. These figures 
show the plot of F (probability of exceedence) on a log scale versus 
value of duration t. With this kind of plot,an exponential distribution 
appears as a straight line. Studying Figs. 4.23 and 4.24 shows that the 
exponential model chosen is an appropriate model. 
Since the time duration of the mean absolute value circuit was 
0.9830275 seconds instead of I second, the nominal value. The actual 
parameters of the exponential model are 
fe = 10.12422 X .9830275 = 9.95 sec 
fw= 12*70807 X .9830275 = 12.49 sec. 
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V. DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF NONSTATIONARY SERVICE LOADS 
In Chapter 3,we presented the model that is used as basis for service 
load analysis and simulation. The application of the concepts discussed 
in Chapter 3 was summarized in Fig. 3.1 in which part a presented a blocic 
diagram that describes the features of the analysis part of the method, 
the theoretical basis and the procedure needed to carry out the analysis 
was discussed in Chapter 4. At the end of Chapter 4,we demonstrated 
our ability to describe the service load by a number of parameters. 
These parameters are the digital filter coefficients and the statistical 
parameters of the Generalized Poisson Processes for both the environmental 
and working populations. At this point,we have twenty parameters that 
describe the service load (note that we assume the use of fourth order 
digital filters and that the mean values are zero based on the whole 
nonstationary process). In this chapter, we address the problem of simu­
lating the service load using the parameters of Chapter 4. The method 
that we will follow is shown in part b of Fig. 3.1. The method consists 
of generating a white noise sequence, arid using this sequence to generate the 
Generalized Poisson Process that choses the digital filter to be applied 
to the white sequence. In the remainder of this chapter, we address the 
problems of generating a white sequence, generating a poisson process, 
and shaping a white sequence using a digital filter. The simulation will 
be done on a digital computer for the service load analyzed in Chapter 4 
as an example to illustrate the method. 
A. Generating A White Random Sequence 
A digitized white random sequence can be generated using the random 
number generators available on computers in the form of software, or it 
may be generated via peripheral devices. In this section,we concentrate 
on the methods of generating a white random sequence using software. 
Usually,random number generators generate a white (uncorrelated) sequence 
of a uniform random numbers. A uniform random variable has a constant 
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probability density function for all realizable values of the random 
variable. For example, if a uniform random number generator (URNG) is 
designed to have all its possible values between 0 and 1 (usually desig­
nated as U(0,1)), then the value of the probability density function in 
the range 0-1 is 1 and its value is zero elsewhere. The variance of this 
sequence equals 1/12 as proven in references (17, 46). Another example, 
if we design a URNG which as a uniform distribution in the integer range 
• I' 
0 to 4095, then the probability density function is (^ggg) in the range 
0 to 4095 and zero elsewhere. Another characteristic of the random number 
generators is its sequence characteristics. Usually,a RNG is random 
(white or uncorrelated) in sequence. In more specific terms, the correla­
tion function of the generated sequence is such that 
E [U. Uj] = 0_ ' * i (5.1) 
U^ i - j 
Consequently, when using a sequence of random numbers to simulate a 
random process, we must recognize that the sequence is white. However, 
it is not white in the sense that the correlation function is constant 
in the range of frequencies 0 to <». To illustrate this point, we consider 
a sequence of N points of the sequence U(0,1). One can consider this 
sequence of numbers to be sampled at any sampling frequency f_. The 
* 
variance of this sequence of uniform random numbers is finite and equals 
1/12. This variance is equal to the sum of the N spectrum amplitudes. 
This means that we implicitly assume that the spectrum is zero for fre­
quencies higher than the sampling frequency. 
A literature survey gave the following methods for generating 
random sequencies. 
1. Lehmer's Congruential Method (50) 
This method is also known as the residue method. The sequence of 
random numbers is generated according to the following formula 
"n+l - * "n '5.2) 
Eq. (5.2) states that the n+l^t uniform random number (U^^^) is 
congruent to the value of the multiplication (X U ) module Zf, which 
n 
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means that ~ X U^) is devisable by 2^, where U is the n^*^ uniform 
random number, X is a chosen constant, and P is an integer corresponding 
to the number of bits of the computing machine. 
Eq, (5.2) can be implemented by the following Basic Statement 
U = UAX - INT (U*X/N)*N 
- p 
where N = 2 and INT is the Integer function. The constant X is usually 
chosen according to the relation 
X = 2^/2 + 3 
The first random number U is called the seed value. 
o 
For the case of X = 5, P = 4, and seed = 9, the following four 
equations are illustrative of how the method works. 
13 =5*9 - INT (5*9/l6)*l6 
1 = 5*13 - INT (5*13/16)*|6 
5 = 5*1 - INT (5*1/15)*16 
9 = 5*5 - INT (5*5/16)*16 
Since we returned back to 9, we can see that the sequence of random 
numbers will repeat itself. This is a characteristic of all random number 
generators. However, if the number of random numbers generated before the 
random number generator starts to repeat itself is large enough, we usually 
use the sequence as if it never repeats itself. This is the reason that 
many workers in this area prefer to call these random number generators a 
pseudo random number generators. The maximum un repeated length of the 
p-2 
Lehmer's random number generator L = 2 . 
max 
The calculation shown in basic has interesting characteristic at the 
microprogramming level (in a binary machine). Multiplying the nth random 
number by X, shifts the binary number a number of bits, if we choose X to 
be near.2^^^, this means that almost the right half (least significant 
bits) of the binary number becomes the left most significant bits and a 
remainder exists in the right half of the word length. Then the opera­
tion = XU^ mod (2^)] says that if takes the value of the right 
half bits (less than 2^),the difference between U ,, and XU will be 
n+i n 
devisable by 2^. That Is each successive random number is obtained 
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from the lower order bits of the product XU . The foregoing explanation 
n 
makes Eq. (5.2) easily programed at the microprogramming level. Although 
this method is standard in many computer systems, it has the disadvantage 
that it generates only odd numbers and that in order to make advantage 
of the microprogramming simplicity the computing machine has to have a 
sufficient number of bits. (Notice that on IBM machines the number of 
bits is 31 which gives a max. length of 5.369 x 10®.) 
2. Improved Congruental Random Number Generator (51) 
This method was devised by Akchurin (51),,and it is claimed to be 
an improvement on the last method. The equation which generates the 
sequence of random sequence is 
E X . (U^©X) mod (zf) (5.3) 
Eq. (5.3) is similar to Eq. (5.2), However, instead of multiplying 
X by U , in this method we multiply X by the result of Exclusive OR 
n 
operation between U_ and X (i.e, U_ ©X). Eq, (5,3) can be implemented 
n n 
in basic as follows; 
N = 2ÎP 
NI = N-1 
XEOR = ((X AND (NL - R)) OR ((NI - X) AND R)) 
R = X*XEOR 
R = R - INT (R/N)*N 
For the same example shown earlier (P = 4, X =5, and seed = 9), the 
improved method gives the sequence of numbers 9, 12, 13, 8, 1, 4, 5, 0, 9 
1 
We notice that the sequence length is doubled in the new case (L^g^»2 ) 
Also both odd and even numbers appear in the sequence. As in the last 
method, a certain number is generated once in the sequence. On the micro 
programming level, the last method is as easy as the first method, that 
is because the XOR operation (®) is one of the basic instructions imple­
mented at the machine language level. 
3. Kendall's Feedback Shift Register Pseudorandom Number Generator (52) 
In this method, starting with a binary number R^ of P bits word 
o , 
length, a sequence of numbers are generated according to the equation 
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\ - VlHq ® Vp • k = P' P + '•• ••• 
"n - *kp (5-4) 
The resulting sequence of numbers is said to belong to the poly­
nomial + 1. A new random number is available at the end of cal­
culating P numbers of the aj^. The following program in basic simulates | 
the previous calculation 
R = 31 
FOR J = 1 TO 30 
FOR I = 1 TO 5 
A = R AND 1 : REM A IS THE CONTENT OF BIT 0 
B = (R AND 4)/4 : REM B IS THE CONTENT OF BIT 3 
F = 0, IF A <>B THEN F = l: REM NEW BIT FEEDBACK 
R = (lNT(R/2)) OR (16*F): REM END OF STEP 
NEXT I 
REM A RANDOM NUMBER IS AVAILABLE HERE 
NEXT J 
The last program will result in the following sequence of random numbers 
24, 14, 5, 4, 13, 30, 17, 29, 10, 8, 26, 28, 3, 27, 21, 16, 20, 25, 7, 
22, 11,1, 9, 19, 15, 12, 23, 2, 18, 6. 
The advantage of the last method is that with a small number of bits 
we can generate a long sequence of numbers. However, the method is more 
suitable to microprogramming or even hardware implementation rather than 
to higher language programming. 
In order to decide on which random number generator to use in our 
simulation, we ran two tests one for randomness and the second for proba­
bility distribution. The test used for randomness is the run test (17) 
and the test used for the probability density function (uniform) is the 
O 
X test (17). In a comparison study between the improved congruental, 
Kendall, and the PET random number generators, we generated 50 groups of 
data of each random number generator. Each group consisted of a sequence 
of 100 numbers. The three random number sequences were scaled to give 
numbers in the range 0 to 1. Table 5*1 compiles the results of these 
tests. 
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Table 5.1. Comparison Between Random Number Generators 
Run Test Test Average Value 
RNG % Failure % Failure Convergence 
Improved Congruental 10 15 .A95 
Kendal 1 1 5 .498 
PET 2 6 .476 
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From Table 5.1, we may conclude that Kendall's RNG has the least 
number of failures of the run test and the test. However, the PET 
RNG was not far from Kendall's results. The mean value of the PET RNG 
converges to .476 which is lower than 0,5. 
The above results suggests that we can use the PET RNG with con­
fidence if the mean of the process is not critical. 
B. Generating the Generalized Poisson Process 
A Poisson process can be generated by using the following procedure 
(53). 
- Generate a uniformly distributed uncorrelated sequence of random 
numbers that consists of r bits (range 0 to (z"" - l)). 
- Compare the successive random numbers to a threshold value D. 
- The probability of the generated random number to be less than 
t h e  t h r e s h o l d  D i s  
X-S-Î-Î- (5.5) 
2*^ 
- The distribution of the number of random numbers generated until 
we get a number less than the threshold value tends to be expon­
ential as the probability X decreases. The probability distribu­
tion function is 
- fLL . u 
F(u) = 1-e = 1-e ^ (5.6) 
where u is the value of the random number. 
The mean number of trials before a random number less than the 
threshold value is generated is 
8 - & t  ( 5 - 7 )  
The technique for using the last procedure in the simulation is that 
with the generation of each sample of the random process we generate a 
uniform random number. We compare this number to the threshold value 
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and 
that we selected. If the random number generated is less than the thres­
hold value, we consider the current sample to be the last sample in the 
last process (say environment). Now we change the threshold value and 
use a new one suitable for the duration of the new population (working). 
The procedure is repeated over. 
For example, let us assume that we decided to generate the non-
stationary signal analyzed in Chapter 4 at a sampling rate of f = 50 Hz. 
The number of consecutive samples of the environment and working popula­
tion can be viewed as random variables d and d . They are related to 
the time durations t and t . by the relations 
e w 
<l„ - fs X tw (5.8) 
The parameters for the two distributions can be calculated as 
Dg = 50 X 9.95 = 498 
= 50 X 12.49 = 625 (5.9) 
Now suppose we are using a 12 bit random number generator, the 
threshold values and for the environmental and the working popula­
tions respectively are 
• ® 
and 
^w = §— - ' = % - ' - ^  (4.10) 
This method was chosen because of its simplicity in hardware implementation 
compared to the other methods for generating the exponential distribu­
tion of the Poisson process (54, pp. 58). 
and 
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C. Shaping the White Sequence By Implementing the Digital Filter on the 
Digital Computer 
In the following, we illustrate the process of implementing the 
digital filter that was designed in Chapter 4 for shaping a white noise 
sequence. 
First we need to generate a segment of white random sequence in order 
to use it as the input to the digital filter. We aim at getting a se­
quence whose power spectrum estimate Is I over the spectrum of discrete 
frequencies. In order to get this sequence, we must scale it such that 
its variance is equal to (N-1) where N Is the sample size. The reason for 
this choice is that if we collect N samples of data and carry out the 
Fourier transformation using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, we get 
N spectrum components. If each of the spectrum components Is to equal one 
except the 0th component,the sum under the discrete spectrum is N-1. But 
according to ParsevaD's theorem, the sum of discrete spectrum component 
is equal to the mean square value of the original data segment. This Is 
formulated as 
, N-1 
E[X„3= 2 S. (,k = 0, 1, 2, ..., N-1) (5.11) 
For a white noise,Eq. (5.11) reduces to 
2 N-1 
E[x„3 = 2 I = N-I (5.12) 
k=0 
In a digital computer, the uniform random number generator generates 
numbers In the range 0 to 1. For this sequence, the variance is 
Et(u„ - = jz (5.13) 
If we scale this sequence by a scaling factor s, the variance becomes 
e[(sun - = t2 (5-14) 
Now If we choose to zero average the segment of data, we get 
E[sV] . f^  (5 .15)  
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If we need this sequence to have N-1 discrete spectrum components 
with values equal to unity, we must have 
2 
N-1 = ~ (5.16) 
The transformation that we need in order to obtain a uniform random 
sequence with a unity spectrum is 
= y 12 X (N-1) (U^ - 0.5) (5.17) 
The digital filter that we need to apply to the white sequence Wn 
has the following discrete transfer function 
-1  -2  -1  -2  
1 + a,, z + a,, z 1 + a,_ z + a„ z 
H(z) . X " X " (5.18) 
I + z + b^^ z 1 + b|2 z + ^ 22 ^  
To implement this filter in the digital computer let us define the 
following terms. Let represent the most recent number in the sequence 
W , let W, represent the last number in the sequence, W. is the number 
n I z 
before , and so on. 
Consider a sequence V to be the output of the first stage of the 
digital filter where V^, Vj, ... V^, are defined in the same way that 
we defined W . 
n 
Let us name the output sequence of the filter Y , where Y , Y,, ... 
n o I 
are defined as we did for both W and V . 
n n 
Using the aforementioned terminology, the following algorithm can 
be used 
wj- w, 
wj *-
Read W 
° • • 
Wo-Wo * 
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vo""» + =11 "t + =21 *2 " h, i 't " *21 *2 
- y^y, 
^ *12 v] + ^ 22 ^ 2 " ^ ^2 ' ^22 ^ 2 
Go back to the beginning of the algorithm 
The sequence of values represents the shaped sequence. 
A computer program (SIMULATION) was written in Basic computer 
language to implement this algorithm. The program starts by generating a 
segment of data (128 points). The digital filter algorithm is applied 
to this data. In order to prevent the transient effect of starting the 
program with all variables equal to zero, 20 numbers were generated at 
the beginning of the program and were not included in the calculation of 
the spectrum. The Fast Fourier Transform of the segment of data was cal­
culated according to the definition given in Chapter 4, and then the N 
discrete spectrum points were calculated. This process was repeated for 
30 segments of data, and the corresponding spectra were averaged. The 
final estimate of the PSD was plotted in dB versus f/f_ on log scale where 
s, 
fg is the sampling frequency. Figs. 5.1 and 5*2 show the results of the 
simulation program using the environment digital filter and the working 
digital filter, respectively. On the same figures, plots of the Frequency 
Response functions are shown for comparison purposes. Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 
show that the simulation results are consistent with the theoretical 
spectra which are represented by the Frequency Response Functions. 
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VI. HARDWARE SIMULATION OF NONSTATIONARY SERVICE LOADS 
In this chapter,we investigate the hardware implementation of the 
simulation method illustrated in Fig, 3.1(b), The three main blocks of 
the simulation are (1) white noise random sequence generator, (2) Digital 
filters circuit, and (3) Generalized Poisson Process generator. In the 
fol lowing,we present three digital circuits that were built to perform 
these functions, and we give sample results of their use. 
A. White Random Sequence Generator 
In Chapter 3,we presented three different methods for generating a 
white random sequence. All three methods were suitable for software 
implementation. The third method (Kendall's) is also suitable for hard­
ware Implementation. This method is not used In this work because a 
recently developed method, called the Toggle-Register Method (55) is 
simple to implement, fast in generating the desired random numbers, and 
has excellent statistical characteristics. This circuit has the advantage 
of generating a new k bit random number on each clocking of the random 
number generator circuit. 
The theory of operation of the circuit is shown in Fig, 6,1, The 
RNG circuit is composed of a number of subregisters of different lengths. 
The number of subregisters k is equal to the number of bits of the random 
number to be generated. The first memory cell of each subregister takes 
its current value to be the exclusive or of its last value x'f and the 
last value of the last memory cell of the leading subregister Xjl , The 
other memory cells of the same subregister take their values as the last 
values of the memory cells which lead them. The leading memory cells of 
subregisters constitute the bits of the random number generator. 
The order in which we take the bits is not the same order of the 
subregisters. The correct order Is given in the design tables which are 
given in Reference 55. The lengths of the subregisters are also given in 
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Figure 6,1» Theory of operation of the Random Number Generator 
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these design tables. The random numbers generated are the members of the 
P k 
primitive trinomial X + X +1 where k is the number of bits of the 
random number, and P is chosen such that the primitive trinomial is 
Mersenne. The definition of a Mersenne trinomial is given in reference 
(56). The design we have chosen for our work generates a 13 bit ran­
dom number. The Primitive Trinomial (PT) is X^' + x'^ + 1, see Ref. (55). 
That means that we have 31 memory cells in our circuit. Referring to 
the design tables in Reference (55), we get the following subregister 
lengths (3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2) and the following bit 
order (9, 1, 6, 11, 3, 8, 13, 5, 10, 2, 7, 12, 4). The last order says 
that the first subregister should be the 9th bit in the random number gen-
8 
erator. This bit has the weight 2 in a binary number. 
Fig. 6.2 shows a circuit diagram for the electronic circuit which was 
built to implement the 13 bit uniform random number generator. The first 
memory cell of each subregister used one half a SN 7476 Dual JK flip-flop. 
These jk flip-flops can be individually cleared and reset. The j and k 
inputs were tied together and connected to the output of the last cell 
of the leading subregister. When this input is high, the jk flip-flop 
will toggle on a high Inpulse clock. Toggling a jk flip-flop will change 
Its state (0 to 1 or 1 to 0). The rest of the memory cells of each sub-
register were Implemented by using SN 74175 Quad D-type flip-flops. One 
D flip-flop was used for each cell. The outputs of the D flip-flops can 
also be cleared (set to 0). AD flip-flop will copy the state of its 
Input D to its output Q at the rising edge of the clock. Hence, a 3 
memory cell subregister consists of one jk flip-flop and two D-type flip-
flops, and a 2 memory cell subregister consists of one jk flip-flop and 
one D-type flip-flop. 
Four control signals were needed, a clearing signal, a reset signal, 
a clock for the JK flip-flops and a clock for the D-type flip-flops. All 
of the clear input connections are tied to a switch which leaves the clear 
line in a high normal position. On pressing the switch, this line goes 
low and all the outputs of the flip flops are set to zero. The reset 
CLEAR 
i 
D CLOCK 
JK CLOCK 
PRESET T-
Figure 6.2. Circuit diagram for the subregister of the RNG 
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inputs of the JK flip-flops are connected to the outputs of NAND gates 
(Quadruple 2-input positive-N and gates SN7400 are used). One line on 
each gate input is connected to the reset line. The other input is set 
high or low by à dip switch. The reset line is connected to a press 
switch such that it is normally low (0). Consequently, the outputs of 
the NAND gates are normally high (I). Upon depressing the reset switch, 
the reset line goes high and each NAND gate output will go low or high 
depending on the setting of the dip switch. By pressing the clear switch 
and then the reset switch, we are able to force the random number generator 
to take any seed number we wish. 
Fig. 6.3 shows the clocking circuit. The circuit consists of a dual 
monostable multivibrator SN74221 and a hex bus driver SN74368. At the 
falling edge of a trigger signal the first monostable multivibrator gen­
erates a pulse of width 0.7 x x (in our case = 0.7 x .005pf x 
2.2kQ = 7.7ys). The output of the first monostable multivibrator is used 
as the clocking signal for the D flip-flops as well as the input of the 
second monostable multivibrator. At the falling edge of D flip-flop 
clock the second monostable multivibrator is triggered. The second 
monostable multivibrator generates a pulse of width 0.7 x x (in 
our case = 0.7 x .OOSyf x 5kS2 = 17.5ys). This pulse is used to clock the 
JK flip-flops. The timing diagram of the clocking circuit is shown In 
Fig. 6.4. The total time of generating a random number is 25.4^5. This 
means that the circuit we built is capable of generating uniform random 
numbers at a rate of almost 40 k Hz. Faster rate is possible if neejded 
by using a faster clocking circuit. The entire random number generator 
circuit was built on a VECTOR board with all integrated circuits of the 
TTL technology type. A single 5V voltage is required to power the circuit. 
The run test was applied to 50 sequences each consisting of 100 
numbers. Only once did the sequence fail to pass the run test. Also.the 
2 
X test for a uniform distribution was applied to the 50 sequences and 
2 
of these only 2 sequences failed the X test. Comparing these results to 
the results of the run test and the X^ test as applied to the random 
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Figure 6.3. Clocking circuit for tiie RNG 
7,7 ysec 
17.5 ysec 
Trigger 
D Clock 
JK Clock 
Figure 6.4, Timing diagram for the clocking circuit of the RNG 
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number generators presented in Chapter 5, we see that the RNG circuit is 
superior in both tests. 
B. ROM/Accumulator implementation of the Digital Filter 
Of the different implementation configurations available for the 
digital filter, we have chosen the ROM/Accumulator implementation proposed 
by Peled and Liu (57). In this implementation, second order filters are 
cascaded to constitute the filter. The form of the discrete transfer func-
• . tIon IS 
- 1 - 2  
I 1 + a, ; z + a,j z 
H(z) = ag n -1 -2 (6.1) 
i=l 1 + b,. z + bg, z 2 
This form was specially useful in the computer program that designs 
the filter since a minimum number of parameters appear in this form. 
However, in the hardware implementation of the filter the constant a^ 
must be factored into different constants used at every stage to satisfy 
the requirements of fixed point arithmetic used in the ROM/ACC implementa­
tion method. The discrete transfer function takes the form 
H(z) = S X n Si + S. a^. z ' + S. a^. z ^  (6.2) 
I +b„ z" 
where different scaling parameters are related to a_ as 
i 
a. = n S. (6.3) 
i=0 
In this cascaded implementation method, the input sequence is 
sequentially acted upon by the filter sections. The first section of 
the filter acts on the input sequence with its output being the input 
to the second stage filter with its output being the input to the third 
state and so forth until the output of the last stage is achieved. The 
output of the last stage is the output of the filter. 
Consider the first section of the filter with input sequence X and 
n 
output sequence V^. The section calculates the following equation 
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*0 = (0*0 + c,x, + + c^ v, + c^ v, (6.4) 
The terminology in Eq. 6.4 is the same as that used in Chapter 5« The 
C constants are related to the filter coefficients as follows 
IT 
si 
-
=1*11 
II 
*1*12 
s = 
-bll 
c4 = 
-b|2 (6.4a) 
Hence, the section computations are reduced to a vector multiplication 
operation. 
The digital filter implementation uses the data in the 2s complement 
binary form. For the special circuit that was built for this work, we used 
8 bit numbers. The eight bits and their weights are 
bits 7{S) 6(M) 5 4 3 2 1 0(L) 
weight sign bit 1 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64 
The most significant bit M follows the sign bit S and it has a 
weight of 1 decimal. The least significant bit 1(0) has a weight of 1/64. 
The largest number in this number system is (O 11II 111) binary and is 
equivalent to 1.984375 decimal. The smallest number is (10000000) binary 
and it is equivalent to -2 decimal. This number system can be expressed 
as 
9 = e gk\ _ gs (6.5) 
k=0 \ / 
where 3^ is the sign bit and 3^ is the k^*^ bit of the unsigned number. 
B is the number of bits used to express the number including the sign 
bit (8 in our case). 0 is the decimal value of the number. 
Consider Eq. (6.4) in the vector multiplication form 
4 • • 
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If we substitute for each decimal number 0 using Eq. (6.5), we obtain the 
following equation 
4 r B-2 . B-2-k çT 
V = I C, Z 3, 2 - 3J (6.7) 
° j=0 J L k=0 J J J 
changing the order of summation in the last equation gives 
B-2 B-2-k 4 . 4 -
V. = Z 2 Z C. 3; - Z C. 3, (6.8) 
k=0 j=0 J J j=0 -! ' 
i 
Define the function F(3^J as follows 
• 4 , • ^ 
Ffef) = z c 3; ; (6.9) 
j=o 
Substitution of Eq. (6,9) in Eq. (6.8) gives 
V_ = V (2®"^"*^ F(3"^)) - F(3^) (6.10) 
k=0 \ ' 
Eq. (6.10) is the key result upon which the ROM/ACC implementation 
u 
is built. We tabulate the function F(3 ) in a ROM such that correspond­
ing to each address (3q 3^ 3^ 3^/ 3^^ the value of F(3^) is stored. 
The calculation of Eq. (6.10) is carried out according to the block 
diagram shown in Fig. 6.5. This block diagram is for a fourth order 
filter. In Fig. 6.6, wegive the circuit diagram and in Fig. 6.7 we give 
the timing diagram. A list of the control signals are given in Table 6.1. 
Data are input to the filter at the register RXO (Parallel-load 
8-Bit Shift Register SN 74165). This happens at a logic low of signal 8 
(LXO). The Accumulator (consists of two Hex D-type F1ip-Flops SN74174) 
is cleared at a logic low of signal 10 (CLACC). Two 8-Bit Shift Registers 
sn 7491 (RXl and RX2) are used to give the effect of a delay for signal X. 
The shift registers RXl and RX2 are serial-input serial-output type reg­
isters. On the positive edge of the clocking signal 11 (CKXO) Registers 
RXl and RX2 shift information one bit. Hence, at the first clock the 
bits 3q, 3p and 32 are available at the outputs of RXO, RXl, and RX2, 
where 3®'® are the least significant bits (of weights 1/64), The subindex 
ig 
stands for sequence relation, 3Q are the bits of the current number 
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RX2 
7491 
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IT 
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(à) Serial data for the first half cycle of the filter 
Last Y_ 
Accumulator RVO 
RVl RV2 
74165 7491 749 
t t 
^o' I vjj viJ 
RYl 
7491 
t" 
1 
kVl 
749 
t 
Yi 
(b) Serial data for the second half cycle of the filter 
*0. 
EPROM 
EPROM 
8 Bit 8 Bit 
1X1 
V ADDER/SUBT / 
\7486 7483/ 
10 bito 
Latches 
2% 
mfr 
shift 
Ê 
8 bit ; 
RVO 
74165 
Latches 
74198 
(c) Arithmetic operation 
Figure 6.5. Block diagram of the digital filter circuit 
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Figure 6,6, Circuit diagram of the digital filter 
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Figure 6,7. Timing diagram of the digital filter circuit 
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Table 6.1. Control Signals 
(3) This signal latches the Output of the circuit at the output buffer 
74198 
(4) enables the EPROMl of section 1 during the first half of the cycle 
(0 to 31) and then disables it (high impedance state) in the 2nd 
half (32-63) 
(5) clocks RVO, RVl, and RV2 
(6) latches the adder results at the output of the accumulator 
(7) similar to 4 but it enables EPR0M2 in the second half 
(8) loads XQ register 
(9) indicates that the circuit is done with the latched number (not 
used here) 
(10) clears accumulator at the beginning of each half cycle 
(11) clocks RXO 
(12) clocks RX2 
(13) subtraction signal, it results the complement of the EPROM word 
at the output of the 7486 NOR gates, and is used as carry in to 
the adder 
(14) inhibits RXO during the 2nd half cycle, and controls the multiplier 
when low in the first half, it recycles VI and V2 
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le le 
3, are thé bits of the last number 6, and 3» are the bits of the number 
i i 1 before At the second clock of CKXO, bits 3q» 3p and are available 
at the outputs RXO, RXl, and RX2. At the 8th clock of CKXO, the sign bits 
S S S 
3q, 3j, and 32 are available. 
The result of the last calculation is stored in RVO (Parallei-Toad 
8-bit shift register SN74165). The data in RVO are serially shifted 
through shift registers RVl and RV2 (Serial-in Serial-out 8 bit shift 
registers SN7491s) in the same way the data RXO is shifted in RXl and 
RX2. The clocking signal for RV registers' is signal 5 (CK). Fig. (6.5) 
shows a block diagram of the delay operation that we illustrated. The 
output bits are labeled X^, X"|, X^, VQ, V"|, and where j stands for the 
bit order, j = 0 stands for the least significant bit, j = 6 stands for 
the most significant bit, and j = 7 stands for the sign bit. The bits 
Xq, X-j, X^, V-j, and are input at the address lines of EPR0M2716 where 
the function defined by Eq. (6.9) is stored. 
is treated as the address line 0, and Xg is treated as address 
line (4). Address line (5) was used to indicate which filter to use. 
When address 5 is low the storage locations 0 to 31 are available. In 
this area we store the memory map for section 1 of the environmental 
filter (notice that the rest of the available addresses were set to zero). 
When address 5 is high, the storage locations 32 to 63 are available, and 
in these locations we store the memory map for section 1 of the working 
digital filter. During the first half of the digital filter cycle, 
section 1 is enabled by control line 4 (Ml). The first half cycle takes 
32 clock pulses at line (2) to be completed. In the second half cycle 
(clock pulses 32 to 63),the second ROM where sections 2 of the environmen­
­
tal and working filters are stored is used. 
The 8 bit output of the EPROM 2716 goes as shown in the block 
diagram C of Fig. (6.5) to the Adder/Subtractor. The Adder/Subtractor is 
built of 3 Quadruple 2-input Exc1usive-0R gates (SN 7486) and two 4-Bit 
Binary Full Adders with Fast Carry (SN 7483A). The result of addition 
(or subtraction) is stored in the Accumulator (two SN 74174s) at the 
rising edge of signal 6 (LACC). 
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The two input words to the adder are the 8 bit output of the EPROM 
and the shifted 8 bits of the accumulator. Shifting the accumulator 
contents by one bit is equivalent to dividing it by 2. Through this 
shifting operation, we are able to make the calculation given in 
Eq. (6.10). The shifting operation is applied 6 times on the least sig-
0 1 
nificant function value F(3 ), 5 times on F(B ), and so on. The sub­
traction at the last stage of calculating Eq. (6.10) is done by adding 
y 
the 2s complement of the value F(3). This is done by exclusive-OR 
operation between F(3^) and signal 13 (CO). When line (13) goes high 
the one's complement of F(B^) appears at the output of the exclusive-OR 
gates SN 7486's. To calculate the 2s complement we need to add 1. This 
is done by inputting line (13) to carry-in input of the first adder 
(SN 7483). At the end of the 8th load accumulator pulse (as shown in the 
timing diagram), the value of the result of Eq. (6.10) is available at 
the outputs of the accumulator. When control line 8 goes low at clock 
cycle 31, the result VQ is loaded into the RVO register. 
During the first 32 cycles,and are recycled in RVl and RV2 via 
the multiplexer (Quad 2 TO 1 Line Data Selector/Multiplexer SN 74157). 
The control line of the multiplexer (Strobe line) is line 14 (MUX). 
In the second 32 cycles of the filter,a similar calculation like 
the one shown in Eq. (6.4) is needed. However, the input sequence is 
and the output sequence is Y^. The second filter coefficients are 
stored in the block of locations 32 to 63 in the EPROMs. At the rising 
edges of the last 8 clocks of line (5), the bits of are made available 
to the calculation, and they replace the contents of RVl. Again, the 
least significant bit is used first. Also,the contents of RVl and RV2 
are made available to the arithmetic part. The contents of RV2 are 
replaced by the contents of RVl in this stage. 
In the first 8 clocks of line (5)» register RYl is filled with the 
last result. In the last 8 clocks of line (5). the contents of RYl are 
made available to the arithmetic part of the circuit and in the same 
time they replace the contents of RY2. That is while the contents of 
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RY2 are made available to the arithmetic part of the circuit. The control 
signal for the register RY2 is line 12 (CKY2). During the first half of 
the digital filter cycle,this line is always low. This is how the con­
tents of RY2 are saved untiI the second half cycle of the digital filter 
operation when it is used. In this second half,only EPR0M2 is enabled 
via control line 7 (M2). The arithmetic part operates in the second half 
cycles similar to its operation in the first half cycle. At the end of 
the second half cycle (clock 63) line 8 (LXO) goes low so that the result 
is loaded in RVO, and line 3 (BFR2) goes high causing the final result to 
be latched at the output buffer (8-Bit Bidirectional universal shift 
register SN 74198). 
The control part of the filter (lower part of Fig. 6.6) consists of 
two counters (synchronous 4-Bit Bindry Counter, with direct clear SN74161) 
and 6 logic function integrated circuits (SN 7400, SN 74o4, SN 7408, 
SN 7410, and two SN 7411). The outputs of the two cascaded counters are 
signals A to F shown in the timing diagram (Fig. 6.7). These signals 
and the input clock were manipulated by the logic circuits to give the 
control signals 3 to 14. The logic operations needed for each signal is 
shown in the timing diagram. The circuit used a single +5V power supply. 
Operation of the Random Number Generator and the Digital Filter under 
the control of the PET micro computer was attained by using the circuit 
shown in Fig. 6.8. The circuit consists of an LM 555 multivibrator, two 
Monostable Multivibrators (SN 74121) and a Quadrable 2-input Positive-NOR 
gate SN 7402. The LM 555 multivibrator was used to supply a 40 ys clock 
pulse. This clock was NOR'ed with a control signal generated at the NOR 
gate. When this signal is high, the clock is disabled. When the computer 
controlled line (Trigger) goes low, the Random Number Generator prepares 
a new number after 17.5 ys as shown in the timing diagram in Fig. 6.4. 
After that,the computer controlled line (Trigger) goes high. It takes 
the basic program which controls this line 250 ms to go low and then high. 
At the rising edge of the line Trigger (I) the first monostable multi­
vibrator generates a pulse of width 15 ys. This pulse sets the control 
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line (6) low. The clock is enabled and the number generated by the RNG 
is processed by the digital filter in 64 x 50 ps (2.56 ms). At the 
rising edge of control line (3) in the digital filter circuit, (see 
Fig. 6.8), the second monostable is triggered. A pulse of width 15 ys 
is generated at line (5) which resets the control signal (6) high again 
and the controlled clock line (7) is disabled. At this time, the com­
puter reads the output of the filter. 
Scaling problem; Before we present an example of the use of the 
filter, we investigate the point of scaling the input sequence and build­
ing a memory map for the filter. 
It was mentioned earlier that the largest and smallest numbers that 
can be represented in the digital filter circuit are 1,984375 and -2 re­
spectively. This limitation has to be dealt with in two specific in­
stances. The first is in calculating the memory map of different filters 
which have to be stored in the EPROMs, and the second is in scaling the 
input sequence to the filter such that no overflow happens during the 
arithmetic operations in the circuit. 
In preparing the memory map, the following functions are calculated 
. 4 
F(B*) = E C. 0; ; k = 0,1, ..., 7 (6.11) 
J-O J J 
k 3j are either ones or zeros, which gives 32 possible values. None 
of these values should be larger than 1.984375 or less than -2. C-s j 
are defined in Eq. 6.4a. The largest value of the Function F(X) Is the 
t 
sum of all positive Cs while the smallest value is the sum of all 
negative coefficients. Consequently, we can formulate the scaling con­
ditions for the memory map as follows 
Sum of positive (Cq, Cj, C^) < 1.984375 - positive (Cg, C^) 
Sum of negative (CQ, , C^) > -2 - negative (C^, C^^) (6.12) 
A basic program (Memory Map) was prepared to tabulate the memory 
maps which satisfy the last two conditions. To illustrate how this 
program operates, we present a study for the first section of the environ­
mental filter which is shown in Fig. 4.18. The filter coefficients are 
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Figure 6.8, Clocking circuit for the digital filter 
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ajj^ = 1,00 
a,^ = -.40445305 
a^, = .2129191 
b^j = -.98608357 
bg, = .77303997 
The scaling conditions for are 
= .8230486 • < 1.984375 - (.77303997) 
'1 - 1 + .2129191 
-5.0336 
(6.13) 
Hence, we choose = .8230486 
Since we have to present in the 2s complement form, we have to 
equate to the nearest value that we can represent as a binary number. 
This value is S| - .828125. Consequently, the coefficients of the digital 
fi1 ter becomes 
Cq = .828125 
C, = -.328125 
Cg = .171875 
C_ = .984374 
= -.765625 
Typical results of the output of program (MEMORY MAP) is shown in 
Fig. 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12. In these figures,the first column is the 
address (3^, pj, 3^, 3^, 3^) where 3^ is the jth bit of Xg» ®1 the jth 
bit of Xj, 3^ is the jth bit of X^, 3^ is the jth bit of V^, and 3^ is the 
jth bit of V^. The second column is the value of F(3-'). Columns 3 and 4 
are the integer decimal equivalent of columns 1 and 2. Column 5 has the 
computed value of F(3^) in decimal and column 6 is the approximation of 
column 6 that is a feasible 2's complement number. These memory maps 
were stored in the appropriate locations of the EPROMs. At this stage, 
the digital filter circuit is ready for operation. 
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ENVIRONMENT 1 
Al =-.40445305 A2= .2129131 
B1=-.98608357 82= .77303997 
ADD VALUE ADD VALUE EXACT VALUE DECI.VALUI 
00000 00000000 0 0 0 0 
00001 11001111 1 207 -.77303997 -.765625 
00010 00111111 2 83 .98608357 .984375 
00011 00001110 3 14 .2130438 .21875 
OOlOO 00001011 4 11 .175242778 .171875 
00101 11011010 5 218 -.597797192 -.59375 
00110 01001010 6 74 1.16132635 1.15625 
00111 00011001 7 25 .388288378 .390825 
01000 11101011 8 235 -.332884537 -.328125 
01001 10111001 9 185 -1.10592451 -1.109375 
01010 00101010 10 42 .653199033 .65625 
01011 11 Hi 000 11 248 -.119840937 -.125 
01100 11110110 12 248 -.157641759 -.15625 
01101 11000100 13 198 -.930681729 -.9375 
OHIO 00110101 14 53 .828441811 .828125 
01111 00000100 15 4 .0554018412 .0625 
10000 00110101 18 53 .823048651 .828125 
10001 00000011 17 3 .0500086816 .046875 
10010 01110100 18 118 1.80913222 1.8125 
10011 01000010 19 68 1.03609225 . 1.03125 
10100 01000000 20 84 .99829143 1 
10101 00001110 21 14 .22525148 .21875 
10110 01111111 22 127 1.984375 1.984375 
10111 01001110 23 78 1.21133503 1.21875 
11000 00011111 24 31 .490164114 .484375 
11001 11101110 25 238 -.282875858 -.28125 
11010 01011110 28 94 1.47624768 1.46875 
llOll 00101101 27 45 .703207714 .703125 
11100 00101011 28 43 .665408892 .671875 
11101 11111001 29 249 -.107633078 -.109375 
11110 01101010 30 108 1.65149046 1.65625 
11111 00111000 31 56 .878450493 .875 
Figure 6,9 Memory map of section 1 of the environmental filter 
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ENVIRONMENT 2 
Al=-.40445305 A2= .2129191 
ADD VALUE ADD VALUE EXACT VALUE DECI.VALUE 
00000 00000000 0 0 0 0 
00001 00011000 1 24 .37298521 .375 
00010 00100011 2 35 .55346138 .546875 
00011 00111011 3 59 .92644659 .921875 
00100 00001100 4 12 .185711615 .1875 
00101 00100100 5 36 .558696825 .5625 
00110 00101111 6 47 .739172995 .734375 
00111 01000111 7 71 1.11215821 1.109375 
01000 11101001 8 233 -.352770743 -.359375 
01001 00000001 9 1 .0202144671 .015625 
01010 00001101 10 13 .200690637 .203125 
01011 00100101 11 37 .573675847 .578125 
01100 11110101 12 245 -.167058128 -.171875 
01101 00001101 13 13 .205926082 .203125 
OHIO 00011001 14 25 .386402252 .380625 
01111 00110001 15 43 .759387462 .765625 
10000 00111000 16 56 .872218795 .875 
10001 01010000 17 80 1.24520201 1.25 
10010 01011011 18 91 1.42567818 1.421875 
10011 01110011 19 115 1.79866339 1.796875 
10100 01000100 20 68 1.05792841 1.0625 
10101 01011100 21 92 1.43091362 1.4375 
10110 01100111 22 103 1.61138979 1.609375 
10111 01111111 23 127 1.984375 1.984375 
11000 00100001 24 33 .518446052 .515625 
11001 00111001 25 57 .892431262 .890825 
11010 01000101 26 69 1.07290743 1.078125 
11011 01011101 27 83 1.44588264 1.453125 
11100 00101101 28 45 .705157667 .703125 
11101 01000101 29 69 1.07814288 1.078125 
11110 01010001 30 81 1.25861805 1.265625 
11111 01101000 31 104 1.63160426 1.625 
Figure 6.10, Memory map of section 2 of the environmental filter 
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WORKING 1 
al=-.73483037 A2= .34081204 
81=-.95931895 82= .75417028 
ADD VALUE ADD VALUE EXACT VALUE DECI.VALUE 
00000 00000000 0 0 0 0 
00001 11010000 1 208 -.75417028 -.75 
00010 00111101 2 61 .95931895 .953125 
00011 00001101 3 13 .20514867 .203125 
00100 00010001 4 17 .260552138 .265625 
00101 11100000 5 224 -.493618142 -.5 
00110 OlOOUlO G 78 1.21987109 1.21875 
00111 00011110 7 30 .465700808 .46875 
01000 11011100 8 220 -.561780693 -.5625 
01001 10101100 9 172 -1.31595097 -1.3125 
01010 00011001 10 25 .397538257 .390625 
01011 11101001 11 233 -.356632023 -.359375 
01100 11101101 12 237 -.301228555 -.296875 
01101 10111100 13 188 -1.05539884 -1.0625 
OHIO 00101010 14 42 .658090395 .65625 
01111 11111010 15 250 -.0960798848 -.08375 
10000 00110001 16 49 .764503912 .765625 
10001 00000001 17 1 .0103336321 .015625 
10010 01101110 18 110 1.72382286 1.71875 
10011 00111110 19 62 .969652582 .36875 
10100 01000010 20 66 1.02505605 1.03125 
10101 00010001 21 17 .27088577 .265625 
10110 01111111 22 127 1.984375 1.984375 
10111 01001111 23 79 1.23020472 1.234375 
11000 00001101 24 13 .20272322 .203125 
11001 llOlllOl 25 221 -.551447061 -.546875 
11010 01001010 26 74 1.16204217 1.15625 
11011 00011010 27 26 .40787189 .40625 
11100 00011110 28 30 .463275358 .46875 
11101 11101101 29 237 -.290894923 -.296875 
11110 01011011 30 91 1.42259431 1.421875 
11111 00101011 31 43 .668424028 .671875 
Figure 6.11. Memory map of section 1 of the working filter 
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WORKING 2 
Al=-.73483037 A2= .34081204 
B1=-1.3782SS B2= .39653835 
ADD VALUE ADD VALUE EXACT VALUE DECI.VALUE 
00000 00000000 0 0 0 0 
00001 11100111 1 231 -.39659895 -.390625 
00010 01011000 2 88 1.378266 1.375 
00011 00111111 3 63 .98166705 .984375 
00100 00001010 4 10 .154062791 .15625 
00101 11110000 5 240 -.242536159 -.25 
00110 01100010 6 98 1.53232879 1.53125 
00111 01001001 7 73 1.13572984 1.140625 
01000 11101011 8 235 -.332177283 -.328125 
01001 11010001 9 209 -.728776233 -.734375 
01010 01000011 10 67 1.04608872 1.046875 
01011 00101010 11 42 .649489767 .65625 
01100 11110101 12 245 -.178114492 -.171875 
01101 11011011 13 219 -.574713442 -.578125 
01110 01001101 14 77 1.20015151 1.203125 
01111 00110011 15 51 .803552557 .796875 
10000 00011101 16 29 .452046209 .453125 
10001 00000100 17 4 .0554472597 .0625 
10010 01110101 18 117 1,83031221 1.828125 
10011 01011100 19 92 1.43371326 1.4375 
10100 00100111 20 39 .606109001 .608375 
10101 00001101 21 13 .209510051 .203125 
10110 01111111 22 127 1.984375 1.984375 
10111 01100110 23 102 1.58777605 1.59375 
11000 00001000 24 8 .119868926 .125 
11001 11101110 25 238 -.276730024 
-.28125 
11010 01100000 26 96 1.49813493 1.5 
11011 01000110 27 70 1.10153598 1.09375 
11100 00010010 28 18 .273931717 .28125 
11101 11111000 29 248 -.122667233 -.125 
11110 01101010 30 106 1.65219772 1.65625 
11111 01010000 31 80 1.25559877 1.25 
Figure 6.12. Memory map of section 2 of the working filter 
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For the scaling of the input sequence»we used the worst case 
condition. This can be formulated as 
so - zTET (*"'4) 
As an example, the scaling of the input sequence for the environment 
filter is 
1 _ 1 
For section 1; < .828125+.328125+.17I875+.984374+.765625 " 3.078124 
1 1 
For section 2; SQ < .875+.359375+.1«75+.546875+.375 2.34375 
We decided to scale the input sequence by using a scale 1/4. This 
scaling is easy to implement in hardware form by repeating the sign bit 
into the most significant bit and the bit that follows it. In this way, 
the largest number Is 00011 111 which is equivalent to .484375 ih decimal 
and the smallest number is 11100000, which is equivalent to -0.5 i.e. the 
range of number entering the filter is -.5 to 0.484375. This scaling 
method indicates the Importance of using the two's complement binary 
number system. 
Case study in the use of the digital filter circuit: In order to 
study the spectral density function of the digital filter output, a basic 
program very similar to program (SIMULATION) was written (program MASTER) 
The only difference is that the segment of data was read from the user 
port of the PET micro computer. We proved earlier that in order to have 
a white noise input signal, the input segment of N samples must have a 
variance of value (N-l). 
Moreover, due to scaling requirement, the input sequence lies in 
the range -.5 to .484375. And since the statistical distribution is 
uniform, the variance of the input sequence is 1/12. Also, due to 
scaling the memory maps, two scaling constants were used. These are S^ 
for the first section and S^ for the second section. The scale that is 
needed for the filter output is 
Scale C =Vn * 12 x Co/S^/Sg (6.15) 
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The scale factor for the environment population is 
Cg =Vn X 12 X .0054445653/.828125/.875 
For the working population, the scale factor is 
=Vn X 12 X .0085404779/.765625/.453/25 
Segments of 128 samples were used, 20 segments we acquired, the 
spectral density function was calulated for each and an average of these 
spectral densities were calculated. Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 show the power 
spectrum estimates for the environment and the working populations, re­
spectively. On the same figures, the frequency response functions are 
plotted for comparison. The results show that the power spectrum es­
timates agree with the theoretical spectra represented by the frequency 
response functions. 
C. A Circuit for Generating the Generalized Poisson Process 
In order to generate the generalized Possion process according to 
the method discussed in Chapter 5, we need to compare a uniform random 
number to two threshold values, one value is for the environment popula­
tion and one is for the working population. Fig, 6.15 shows the elec­
tronic circuit which was designed to generate the generalized Poisson 
process. The 12 bit uniform random number is available from the URNG. 
Three 4-bit magnitude comparators SN 74l85S are used for comparing this 
random number to the threshold values derived in Chapter 4. The A inputs 
(12 inputs) of the comparators were set to these threshold values. The 
8 most significant bits were permanently connected to logic low. The 
least significant four bits take their values from the output lines of 
the Quad 2 to 1 line Data Selector/Multiplexer (SN 74157). The inputs 
to the multiplexer were the two sets of least significant bits of envi­
ronmental threshold and working threshold. The selecting line of the 
multiplexer was tied to the population line. When the population line 
is low, the outputs of the multiplexer equals the environment threshold 
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Figure 6,14, Power spectrum estimate for the working sequence 
generated by hardware (Program MASTER) 
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Random 
Number Trigger comparison 
01234567890,1 
W 
A 3210 B 32 
Parameters 
Figure 6.15. A circuit for generating the generalized Poisson process 
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least significant 4 bits (A lines) and when the population line is high, 
the outputs of the multiplexer equal the working threshold least signifi­
cant 4 bits. 
The computer sets the trigger line low and a random number is | 
generated. Then when the computer controlled trigger line goes high, 
I ' 
the 1st D flip-flop in the Dual D-Type positive edge triggered flip-flops 
(SN 7474) is triggered at the rising edge. The D input to this flip-flop 
is tied to the line A < B* This line is high when the random number is 
less than the threshold. The output of the first D flip-flop goes high 
when the random number is less than the threshold value, otherwise the 
output is always low. This output of the first D flip-flop is connected 
to the clock input of the second flip-flop. The D input of the second 
flip-flop is tied to the complement of its output Q. In this way as the 
output of first flip-flop changes state from low to high, the output Q, 
of the second flip-flop toggels (i.e. changes its logic state). The Q 
output of the second flip-flop is the population line. This line will 
remain low or high until the current random number is less than the 
threshold of current population. The population line was sensed by the 
computer through its user port such that the computer knows which popula­
tion the current sample belongs to. The population line sensing is 
necessary for the computer to scale the input sequence with the correct 
scale factor C for each filter (Cg for the environmental population and 
for the working population). 
D, Statistical Analysis of Digital Filter Output 
The input to the digital filter is a white process. The probability 
density function of the input amplitudes is uniform in the range -0.5 to 
.484375. The output sequence not only has a shaped spectral density 
function but also has a different probability density function of ampli­
tudes. By reference to the central limit theorem (27, pp. 62), It was 
decided that the appropriate model for the probability density function 
of the output amplitudes is the normal distribution (54). 
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In order to prove that this model is appropriate, we tested the 
goodness of fit of sample probability distribution function using three 
different methods (58), The collection of a random sample was done by 
a program that generated a uniform random number each time it reads the 
output of the digital filter. When the 3rd and 4th digits equaled a 
certain number (any number will do, in our case we used 77). The program 
considered the filter reading is a valid sample. 
1. Plotting on a normal probability paper 
Fifty samples were gathered and were arranged in ascending order. 
The plotting positions of these samples were calculated using the equation 
plotting position = (i - 1/2) x (6.16) 
here i is the rank of a certain amplitude and 50 is the number of samples. 
The amplitudes versus the plotting positions were plotted on a normal 
probability paper. The result is shown in Fig. 6.16. 
The plot shows the data points to be gathered around a straight line. 
The conclusion we made, based on Fig. 6.16, is that the normal distribu­
tion is an appropriate model. 
2. Using the W statistic 
This statistic is given is reference (52). It is calculated as 
where X. is the ordered sample amplitudes, n is the number of samples 
(50 in our case), k is a constant equals n/2, and a's are coefficients 
which are tabulated in reference (58). The result of this calculation 
for the test sample used is 0.9588351. Comparing this number to that 
tabulated in reference (58) shows that the data pass the test^^at 95% 
confidence level which requires the calculated value to be less than 
0.974. The conclusion is that the normal probability density function 
is an appropriate model. 
fol lows 
W (6.17) 
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Figure 6.16. Linearized normal probability paper plot of 
50 digital filter output amplitudes 
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3. The Kolmogorov - Smirnov test 
From the probability plot shown in Fig» 6.16, the mean and variance 
of the fifty ordered sample were estimated as 236 and .34, respectively. 
These parameters were used to normalize the amplitudes of the fifty 
points. The probability distributTon at thèse normalized values were 
calculated and compared to the probability values assigned for the ordered 
points (i/n). The maximum difference was found to be 0.0695. At 95% 
confidence level the rejection range is above 0.19 (as tabulated In 
statistic handbooks). This proves that the normality assumption is valid 
at 95% confidence level, 
4. The test 
This test is described in references (58 and 17), One thousand 
2 
samples were collected and grouped Into 10 Intervals. The X statistic 
calculated was 11.749. The 95% confidence level has a required tabulated 
value of X^^ being less than 14.07. Hence, we conclude that the / » • "P 
hypothesis of normality Is accepted at 95% confidence level. 
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VII. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this chapter, topics that are relevant to the proposed method of 
analysis and simulation of service loads are presented. First, a dis­
cussion of the design of a typical service load is given. Second, a case 
study is presented that implements the analysis and simulation procedures. 
In this case study, the analysis results of a known nonstationary process 
are compared to the original stationary processes from which it was gen­
erated. Third, a discussion of the sources of error in using a finite 
word length digital filter is given. Finally, conclusions about the 
procedures given in the thesis and recommendations for further research 
are given. 
A prominent advantage of the simulation method presented in this 
thesis is the simplicity of generating load sequences which are antici­
pated during the life of a structure. Consequently, fatigue life predic­
tion programs can be used even before a test product is produced. 
The design procedure for both environmental and working loads is 
similar. Either a white or band!imited noise sequence is applied to a 
digital filter which represents the system dynamics. The output of this 
process is either the working or environmental sequence. These sequences 
are then mixed according to the environmental/working load statistical 
descriptions (probability model). 
Let us consider, for example, that the system dynamics can be modeled 
as a spring, mass, dashpot single-degree of freedom mechanical system. 
The exciting environment is applied at the spring and dashpot side and 
the response of the system is the mass displacement. The transfer 
function of the system is 
A. Design of Typical Service Loads 
k + CS + mS 
k + CS 
2 (7.0 
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where k is the spring stiffness, C is the viscus damping constant of the 
dashpot, m is the mass, and S is the Laplace Operator. A digital filter 
which has an equivalent frequency response function can be obtained 
directly from the transfer function by using the trapozoid (Bilinear) 
transform (59) 
where a = 2f , i.e. two times the sampling frequency. Using the trapozoid S 
transform in Equation 7.1 gives 
1 + a. z"' + a. z"^ 
H(z) - C„ X 2-^ (7.3) 
' + b, : + ^ 2 : 
where 2 
C_ = (1 + c a /iT f.)/(l + Ç a/ir f + a^Air^f ) (7.4) 
u n n n 
a, = 2/(1 + ça/TTf^) (7.5) 
a, = (1 - ça/irf )/(l + ça/irf ) (7.6) 
z n n 
b, = 2 (I - a^/47r^fj)/(l + ça/irf^ + a^Air^f^) (7.7) 
I n n n 
b_ = (1 - ça/7rf + af/4n^f^)/(l + ça/irf + (7.8) 
JL n n n n 
m/k = l/4n2f2 (7.9) 
n 
C/k = (7.10) 
. 
For example, if the damping coefficient ç = 0.15, and the natural 
frequency f^ is such that f^/f^ =» 100, the filter coefficients are 
Cq= .0103 
a, = .18959 
ag = -.81041 
b, = -1.9774 
bg = 0.9813 (7.11) 
The same filter can be designed using the digital filter design 
program used throughout the thesis. The magnitudes of the frequency 
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response function of the system at 20 points were used in the digital 
filter design problem, and the coefficients obtained were 
Cq = 0.0124 
a^ = -.13348 
a^ = -.5508 
b, = -1.9774 
bg = 0.9813 (7. 
The difference between the coefficients can be attributed to the warping 
effect of the trapezoid transformation (59). A small shift in the damped 
resonance frequency will occur due to this warping effect. However, the 
overall frequency response functions for the two designs are comparable. 
The digital filter can be used to shape the environmental sequence. 
The output sequence of the filter can be used in a fatigue life predic­
tion program or in a fatigue testing system. 
B. Case Study 
In this section, the method of load simulation proposed in this 
thesis is applied to a specific problem. Through this application, the 
ability to generate a service load sequence based on assumptions set for 
the excitation spectra and the system dynamics is demonstrated. The 
ability of the analysis method to separate different processes of the 
nonstationary sequence is also demonstrated. 
Two stationary processes are chosen to compose the nonstationary 
process. The two stationary components have different power spectra. 
The first spectrum is created by applying the frequency response function 
of the transmissibi1ity Eq. (7.1) to an environmental spectrum which is 
constant at level -20 dB up to f/f = 0.1, and decreases linearly on a 
dS-log scale at a rate -10 dB/decade up to f/f^ = 0,5. The coefficient 
values used are ç = 0,25 and f/f = 5. This spectrum is called the 
s n 
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environmental spectrum. The second spectrum is created in the same way 
as the first except that the input spectrum applied to the transmissi-
bility equation is constant at level -10 dB up to f/f = 0.01, and 
, s • 
decreases linearly on a dB-log scale at a rate -20 dB/decade up to 
f/f = 0.5. The second spectrum is called the working spectrum. The 
two spectra are shown in Fig. 7.1. 
Based on the two power spectra that were chosen, we can proceed 
to design digital filters that approximate these spectra. This is 
done by using the digital filter design program. The results of the 
digital filter design program are shown in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 for the 
environment and the working processes, respectively. 
The magnitude of the frequency response functions for both the 
environment filter and the working filter are plotted in Fig. 7.4 
These plots were obtained using the basic program MAG. 
The next step is to generate memory maps for the two filters. The 
basic program (MEMORY MAP) was used with the filter parameters shown in 
Figs. 7.2 and 7.3. The environmental load results are shown in Figs. 
7.5 and 7.6 for the first and second sections, respectively, where each 
section represents a second order filter. The working load results are 
shown in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8. 
At this state, the two EPROMs in the digital filter circuit were 
programmed according to the memory maps so that the digital filter is 
now ready for use. 
Simulations for both the environmental process and the working 
process were done individually, i.e. each process was treated as a 
stationary process and simulated separately. This was done using 
program (MASTER). The power spectra of the resulting environmental and 
working sequences are shown in Fig. 7.9. For each case, 20 sequence 
segments with each segment consisting of 128 samples were used to 
estimate the power spectrum. 
The next step is to assemble a nonstationary history of the two 
stationary processes that we can generate on the digital filter. The 
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Figure 7.1. Frequency response function magnitudes of ENV 
and WOR populations 
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************************************************************ 
infinite impulse response(iir) 
fletcher-powl optimization aiaorith* 
recursive filter of order 4 
final error function value# 0*232690140 04 
constant multiplier c*= 0*432250060-01 
coefficients for cascade decomposition 
a(l,l)=-0,277971720+00 a(2,l)=-0,381068970+00 
b(l,l)=-0,515523970+00 b(2,l)= 0,540173810+00 
ad,2) = -0,326103550+00 a(2,2)= 0,985285320-01 
b<1,2)=0,107554030+01 b(2,2)= 0,185129610+00 
roots 
real imâ real imaë 
0,771746510+00 -0,493774780+00 
0,257761980+00 0,688282330+00 0,257761980+00-0,688282330+00 
0,163051780+00 0,268221270+00 0,163051780+00-0,268221270+00 
0,860364540+00 0,215175780+00 
************************************************************ 
Figure 7,2, Computer output of the ENV filter design 
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************************************************************ 
infinite impulse response(iir) 
fletcher -powl optimization algorithm 
recursive filter of order 4 
final error function value» 0,866387800-03 
constant multiplier c*» 0*659166100-01 
coefficients for cascade decomposition 
3(1,1)=-0,31860160D+00 a(2,l)=-0,15322323D+00 
b(l,l)= 0,494264420+00 b(2,l)= 0,509091550+00 
3<1*2)--0,318601600+00 a(2,2)=-0,153223210+00 
b(l,2)=-0,140945110+01 b(2,2)= 0,465373610+00 
roots 
real ima real imaâ 
0,581911700+00 -0,263310100+00 
0,247132210+00 0,669340880+00 0,247132210+00-0,669340880+00 
0,581911670+00 -0,263310070+00 
0,881543160+00 0,527907910+00 
 ^ f v * * ^ * * * * ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ f  ^ v ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^   ^  ^^ ^ ^ ^  ^  ^^ ^ ^ f 
Figure 7*3* Computer output of the WOR filter design 
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ENV and WOR digital filters 
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ENV.l 
Al=-.27797172 A2=-.38106897 
81=-.51552397 B2= .54017381 
ADD VALUE ADD VALUE EXACT VALUE 
.......... 
DEC I. VALUE 
00000 00000000 0 0 0 
00001 11011101 1 221 -.54017381 -.546875 
00010 00100001 2 33 .51552397 .515625 
00011 11111110 3 254 -.0246498403 -.03125 
00100 11011100 4 220 -.559733549 -.5625 
00101 10111010 5 186 -1.09990736 -1.09375 
00110 11111101 6 253 -.0442095788 -.046875 
00111 11011011 7 219 -.584383389 -.578125 
01000 lllOOllO 8 230 -.408299047 -.40625 
01001 11000011 9 195 -.948472858 -.953125 
01010 00000111 lO 7 .107224923 .109375 
01011 11100100 11 229 -.432948887 -.4375 
01100 11000010 12 194 -.968032596 -.96875 
01101 10011111 13 159 -1.50820641 -1.515625 
01110 11100011 14 227 -.452508626 -.453125 
01111 11000000 15 192 -.992682436 -1 
10000 01011110 16 94 1.46885103 1.46875 
10001 00111011 17 59 .928677219 .921875 
10010 01111111 18 127 1.984375 1.984375 
10011 01011100 19 92 1.44420119 1.4375 
10100 00111010 20 59 .909117481 .90625 
10101 00011000 21 24 .368943671 .375 
10110 01011011 22 91 1.42464145 1.421875 
10111 00111001 23 57 .884467641 .890625 
11000 01000100 24 68 1.06055198 1.0625 
11001 00100001 25 33 .520378172 .515625 
11010 01100101 26 101 1.57607595 1.578125 
11011 01000010 27 66 1.03590214 1.03125 
11100 00100000 28 32 .500818434 .5 
11101 11111101 29 253 -.0393553765 -.046875 
11110 01000001 30 65 1.0163424 1.015625 
11111 00011110 31 30 .476168594 .46875 
Figure 7,5. Memory map for section 1 of the ENV filter 
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ENV.2 
Al=-.32610355 A2= .098528532 
B1=-1.0755403 B2= .18512961 
ADD VALUE ADD VALUE EXACT VALUE DECI.VALUE 
00000 00000000 0 0 0 0 
00001 11110100 1 244 -.18512961 -.1875 
00010 01000101 2 69 1.0755403 1.078125 
00011 00111001 3 57 .89041069 .890625 
00100 00000101 4 5 .0815146319 .078125 
00101 11111001 5 249 -.103614978 -.109375 
00110 01001010 6 74 1.15705493 1.15625 
00111 00111110 7 62 .971925322 .96875 
01000 11101111 8 239 -.269792011 -.265625 
01001 11100011 9 227 -.454921621 -.453125 
01010 00110100 10 52 .805748288 .8125 
01011 00101000 11 40 .620618678 .625 
01100 11110100 12 244 -.18827738 -.1875 
01101 11101000 13 232 —.37340699 -.375 
01110 00111001 14 57 .88726292 .890625 
01111 00101101 15 45 .70213331 .703125 
10000 00110101 16 53 .827320069 .828125 
10001 00101001 17 41 .642190459 .640625 
10010 01111010 18 122 1.90286037 1.90625 
10011 01101110 19 110 1.71773076 1.71875 
10100 00111010 20 58 .908834701 .90625 
10101 00101110 21 46 .723705091 .71875 
10110 01111111 22 127 1.984375 1.984375 
10111 01110011 23 115 1.79924539 1.796875 
11000 00100100 24 36 .557528057 .5625 
11001 00011000 25 24 .372398447 .375 
11010 01101001 26 105 1.63306836 1.640625 
11011 01011101 27 93 1.44793875 1.453125 
11100 00101001 28 41 .639042689 .640625 
11101 00011101 29 29 .453913079 .453125 
11110 01101110 30 110 1.71458299 1.71875 
11111 01100010 31 98 1.52945338 1.53125 
Figure 7,6. Memory map for section 2 of the ENV filter 
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WORK.l 
Al=-.3186016 A2=-.15322323 
B1=-.4942S442 B2= .50909155 
ADD VALUE ADD VALUE EXACT VALUE DECI.VALUE 
ooooo 00000000 0 0 0 0 
00001 11011111 1 223 -.50909155 -.515825 
00010 00100000 2 32 ,49426442 .5 
00011 11111111 3 255 -.0148271301 -.015625 
00100 11110001 4 241 -.228319556 -.234375 
00101 11010001 5 209 -.737411106 -.734375 
00110 00010001 6 17 .265944864 .265625 
00111 11110000 7 240 -.243146686 -.25 
01000 11100010 8 226 -.474751615 -.46875 
01001 11000001 9 193 -.983843165 -.984375 
01010 00000001 10 1 .0195128049 .015625 
01011 11100001 11 225 -.489578745 -.484375 
01100 11010011 12 211 -.703071171 -.703125 
01101 10110010 13 178 -1.21218272 -1.21875 
OHIO 11110011 14 243 -.208806751 -.203125 
01111 11010010 15 210 -.717898301 -.71875 
10000 01011111 16 95 1.48611058 1.484375 
10001 00111111 17 63 .98101903 .984375 
10010 01111111 18 127 1.984375 1.984375 
10011 01011110 19 94 1.47528345 1.46875 
10100 01010001 20 81 1.26179103 1.265625 
lo io l  00110000 21 48 .752699474 .75 
10110 01110000 22 112 1.75605544 1.75 
10111 01010000 23 80 1.24696389 1.25 
11000 01000001 24 65 1.01535897 1.015625 
11001 OOlOOOOO 25 32 .506267415 .5 
11010 01100001 26 97 1.50962339 1.515625 
11011 01000000 27 64 1.00053184 1 
11100 00110010 28 50 .787039409 .78125 
11101 00010010 29 18 .277947859 .28125 
11110 01010010 30 82 1.28130383 1.28125 
11111 00110001 31 49 .772212279 .765625 
Figure 7.7* Memory map for section 1 of the WOR filter 
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WORK.2 
Al=-.3186016 
Bl=-1.4094511 
A2=-.153Z2321 
82= .46537361 
ADD VALUE ADD VALUE EXACT VALUE DEC1.VALUE 
00000 00000000 0 0 0 0 
00001 11100010 1 226 -.46537361 -.46875 
00010 01011010 2 90 1.4094511 1.40625 
00011 00111100 3 60 .94407749 .9375 
00100 11111010 4 250 -.0880916856 -.09375 
00101 11011101 5 221 -.553465296 -.546875 
00110 01010101 6 95 1.32135941 1.328125 
00111 00110111 7 55 .855985804 .859375 
01000 11110100 8 244 -.183171674 -.1875 
01001 11010110 9 214 -.648545285 -.65625 
01010 01001110 10 78 1.22627843 1.21875 
01011 00110001 11 49 .760905815 .765625 
01100 11101111 12 239 -.27126336 -.265625 
01101 11010001 13 209 -.73663697 -.734375 
01110 01001001 14 73 1.13818774 1.140625 
01111 00101011 15 43 .67281413 .671875 
10000 00100101 16 37 .5749239 .578125 
10001 00000111 17 7 .109550291 .109375 
10010 01111111 18 127 1.984375 1.984375 
10011 01100001 19 97 1.51900139 1.515625 
10100 00011111 20 31 .486832215 .484375 
10101 00000001 21 1 .021458605 .015625 
10110 01111001 22 121 1.89628331 1.890625 
10111 01011100 23 92 1.4309097 1.4375 
11000 00011001 24 25 .391752226 .390625 
11001 11111011 25 251 -.073621384 -.078125 
11010 01110011 26 115 1.80120333 1.796875 
11011 01010101 27 85 1.33582972 1.328125 
11100 00010011 28 19 .30366054 .296875 
11101 11110110 29 246 -.16171307 -.15625 
11110 01101110 30 110 1.71311164 1.71875 
11111 01010000 31 80 1.24773803 1.25 
Figure 7.8. Memory map for section 2 of the WOR filter 
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generalized Poisson process generating circuit which was presented in 
Chapter 6 is used for this purpose. The dip switch which assign the 
threshold values used for generating the two exponential distributions 
were set at 15 and 7 for the environmental process and the working 
process, respectively. The seed of the random number generator was set 
to (0111000110001). Under these conditions the generalized Poisson 
process has the durations shown in Table 7.1. A nonstationary history 
was assembled according to this process and was recorded as a sequence 
of numbers on a cassette tape. The steps discussed before resembles 
the simulation process of a nonstationary service load. The next step 
is to apply the analysis procedure to the nonstationary sequence re­
corded on the cassette tape. 
A basic computer program (NSD) was written to do the analysis part. 
The first function of the program is to segment the service history. This 
is done by reading consecutive samples of data from the tape recorder. 
Each 128 consecutive samples are considered as one segment. The second 
step in the NSD program is to calculate the PSD of each segment. The 
third step is to estimate which population (environmental or working) the 
segment belongs to. A low frequency band estimator was used for this 
estimation. The estimator used is the sum of the first six components of 
the power spectrum S^^. The threshold value of 0.128 was used based on 
our knowledge of the power spectra of the two processes and the generalized 
Poisson process characteristics of each population. The decision on the 
threshold value was taken as follows. 
First the sum of the first six components of the power spectra shown 
in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 are .041858 for the environment population and 
.301657 for the working population. The Poisson process average durations 
for environment is 272 samples and for working is 584 samples. The 
threshold value was calculated as follows 
Threshold value = .041858 + 272 .. (.3016567-.041858) - 0.12845775 
272+584 " 
which was approximated to 0.128. 
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Table 7.1. Consecutive Poisson Process Realizations 
Environment Population Working Population 
13 68 
6 238 
362 2459 
366 250 
67 886 
183 84 
139 244 
341 21 
72 563 
100 447 
402 731 
146 40 
X = 183 X » 502.6 
a = 139.8 a - 648.3 
lo Zj = 16 Zg « 44 
Theo 272 Theo 584 
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When the population estimator is less than the threshold value 0.128, 
the segment is considered to belong to the environmental population. When 
the population estimator is greater than the threshold value 0.128, the 
segment is considered to belong to the working population. 
Other segments of data are treated in the same way. The estimated 
power spectra which belong to the same population are averaged together. 
The results of program (NSD) are the two power spectrum estimates 
for the environment and the working population. These are shown in 
Fig. 7.10. 
In order to verify the method of analysis that we use, we show a 
plot for the environmental spectrum estimated via the stationary simula­
tion program (MASTER) and on the same figure we plot the power spectrum, 
which was obtained via the analysis method of the nonstationary history. 
This is shown in Fig. y.l1-a. A similar plot is given for the working 
population in Fig, 7.11-b. We notice in Figs. 7.11-a and 7.11-b that the 
analysis method is very successful in estimating the power spectra of 
the environmental and working populations. We also notice that the power 
spectrum estimates from the nonstationary signal tend to have closer 
values to each other thgn the stationary estimates. For example, in the 
low frequency range, the estimated working power spectrum is lower than 
its stationary estimate. Also, the estimated environmental power spectrum 
is higher than its stationary estimate. This can be explained by studying 
Table 7.1 of the generalized Poisson process durations. From this table, 
we realize that a single segment of data which has 128 samples may contain 
a combination of realizations of both populations. In this case, the 
population estimator will tell which population prevail in this segment. 
However, the power spectrum estimate represents the characteristics of 
both populations. 
The power spectra estimated from the nonstationary history and 
shown in Fig. 7.10 were used to find matching digital filters. The 
digital filter design program was used and the obtained results are 
shown in Figs. 7.12 and 7.13. 
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************************************************************ 
infinite impulse response(iir) 
fletcher-powl optimization algorithm 
recursive filter of order 4 
final error function value® 0*23257131D~02 
constant multiplier c*» 0,525590190-01 
coefficients for cascade decomposition 
B(l,l)=-0,250858550+00 a(2,l)= 0,863347520-01 
b(l,l)=-0,393581280+00 b(2,l)= 0,585332030+00 
a(l,2)=-0,250858550+00 a(2,2)= 0,863347520-01 
b(l,2)=-0,109656420+01 b(2,2)= 0,417088240+00 
roots 
real ima real imasf 
0,125429280+00 0,265710840+00 0,125429280+00-0,265710840+00 
0,196790640+00 0,739327710+00 0,196790640+00-0,739327710+00 
0,125429280+00 0,265710840+00 0,125429280+00-0,265710840+00 
0,548282080+00 0,341284340+00 0,548282080+00-0,341284340+00 
Figure 7,12. Computer output for the ENV filter design estimated 
from the nonstationary sequence 
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************************************************************ 
infinite impulse response<iir) 
fletcher-Fowl optimization alaorith* 
recursive filter of order 4 
final error function value» 0*197369260-02 
constant multiplier c*= 0*755403140-01 
coefficients for cascade decomposition 
a(l,l)= 0,225391900+00 a<2»1)=-0.232184930+00 
b(l,l)=-0,527716290+00 b(2,l)= 0,473431800+00 
3(1,2)= 0,225391900+00 a(2,2)=-0,232184930+00 
b(l»2)=-0,760125620-01 b(2,2)=-0,655940900+00 
roots 
real ima real imasf 
0,382162930+00 -0,607554830+00 
0,263858140+00 0,635460990+00 0,263858140+00-0,635460990+00 
0,382162930+00 -0,607554830+00 
0,848799340+00 -0,772786770+00 
************************************************************ 
Figure 7.13. Computer output for the WORK filter design estimated 
from the nonstationary sequence 
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The digital filter roots and zeros shown in Figs. 7.12 and 7.13 were 
used to find the frequency response functions of the digital filter de­
signs based on the spectra estimated from the nonstationary record. 
These frequency response functions are plotted in Fig. 7.14 in 
comparison to the frequency response functions of the digital filters 
which were used to create the two stationary processes. It is clear from 
Fig. 7.14 that the analysis process was successful in splitting the non-
stationary signal into its two stationary components. However, upon 
studying Table 7.1 it becomes clear that some segments contain a combina­
tion of information of both the environmental and working population. As 
a result, the power spectra estimated from the nonstationary signal tend 
to decrease the difference between each other. Another observation is 
that at the high frequency range the nonstationary power spectrum es­
timates are higher than those of the original filters. This can be 
attributed to round off errors in the digital filter. The effects of 
round off errors are discussed in literature (44, 60). In the next 
section,a brief discussion of these errors is presented. 
C. Sources of Error in D.F. Implementation 
Use of digital filters has the advantages of precise coefficient 
determination. Also no bias or drift problem exist. However, digital 
filters have their own problems. In practical implementation of digital 
filters, a finite number of bits are used for the registers and arith­
metic operations. As a result, rounding errors exist in assigning the 
filter coefficients and in carrying out the arithmetic operations. Round­
ing errors in setting the filter coefficients causes the frequency re­
sponse function of the digital filter implementation to be different from 
the original design. The larger the number of bits used in the implemen­
tation the smaller the coefficient error. Careful design of filters and 
some innovative implementation methods like those proposed by Agrawal and 
Burrus (61) can help in correcting this problem. Two errors that result 
from rounding the arithmetic operation are limit cycles and overflow os-
ci nations. 
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1. Limit Cycles 
This is the property by which a digital filter will give an output 
for a zero input. The output is cyclic with a limit cycle period P. 
For the second order filter that we presented in this thesis, the limit 
cycle can be modeled as 
y* = -k, - ^ 2 yz + *0 + «ô' 
I  I  I I  
where 6. is the rounding error in the product b, Y, and 6- is the 
U I  I I I I I u 
rounding error in the product bgYg. Both of Ôq and ôg are modeled as 
uniformly distributed random numbers with values limited by 
I «01 < 2"° (7.14) 
where B is the number of bits of the digital filter. We see that the 
larger the number of bits, the smaller the limit cycle. The bound on 
the magnitude of a limit cycle of a certain period depends on the filter 
denomenator coefficients (62). 
2. Overflow Oscillations 
This is the property by which a false output is obtained due to the 
use of two's complement arithmetic. This type of error can appear even 
with zero input to the digital filter. The reason for this error is that 
addition of two large binary numbers represented by two's complement can 
have a carry that changes the sign bit causing a non 1inearity error in 
the addition. Saturated adders which will limit the result of addition 
of two big numbers to the largest possible number represented by the 
number of bits can be successfully used to correct the overflow oscilla­
tion errors. 
D. Conclusions 
In this thesis, the problem of analysis and simulation of service 
loads is addressed. A method of analysis and simulation of service loads 
based on a nonstationary stochastic model is presented as a solution to 
this problem. In the process of developing the proposed method, the 
following ideas were developed. 
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1. A nonstatîonary model was presented and formulated by Eg. 3.1 which 
presents the nonstationary process as a composition of two different 
stationary processes. 
The Generalized Poisson Process was chosen as the probabilistic 
model according to which the two stationary processes are assembled to 
form the nonstationary stochastic model. In the analysis of a single 
time history,these two stationary processes were called environmental 
and working populations. 
2. An analysis method was developed and summarized in Fig. 3(a). 
This method has advantages of being based on a stochastic model, 
of using the results available in the Random Noise theory, of using the 
available wave analysis system's standard routines, and of being con­
formable with the idea of parameterization. 
The following steps were done In order to implement the analysis 
method: 
a. The method of segments presented in section 4.A was used to 
analyze the nonstationary time record by studying the sequence 
of segments which composes it. 
b. Estimators presented in section 4.A were used to decide the 
population of each segment. These estimators were shown in 
section 4.B to be applicable with limited computational 
facilities. It is anticipated that these estimators can be 
successfully used with other populations. 
c. The power spectra of different segments were estimated using 
the smoothed perlodogram method. This method uses the Fast 
Fourier Transform of data segments padded with an equal number 
of zeros for estimating the periodograms. This method allows 
spectral window smoothing In the frequency domain using convo­
lution calculations. An environmental power spectrum and a 
working power spectrum were the results of this spectral analysis. 
d. The generalized Poisson process consisted of two exponentially 
distributed time duration random variables. The presence of 
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any of the two populations which have these two durations was 
estimated by the population estimators that were discussed 
earlier. The parameters of these exponential distribution were 
estimated as given in section 4.F. 
3, A method for parameterizing the results of the analysis of the service 
load was presented in section 4.E. 
According to this method, the coefficients of the digital filters, 
which shape white noise sequences into sequences with the estimated power 
spectra, were used to convey the power spectral information of the service 
loads into the proposed model. 
Two fourth order digital fiIters, each configured as two cascaded 
second order sections, were used for the environmental and working power 
spectra. Each filter required nine parameters for its description. 
At this stage, the analysis results were kept in twenty parameters, 
nine parameters for each digital filter and one parameter for each 
exponential distributution. 
4. A method of simulation of the load service history using the 
parameters extracted by the analysis method was developed. 
Fig. 3(b) summarizes this simulation method. This simulation method 
has the advantages of using the parameters of the analysis method, being 
suitable for implementation using either general digital computers or 
special hardware, and being exactly reproductable in different laboratories. 
Implementation of the simulation method using a general digital computer 
is presented in Chapter 5 while the hardware implementation of the simula­
tion method is given in Chapter 6. The following are the main stages of 
the simulation method. 
a. A white sequence of random numbers is generated. 
b. The generalized Poisson process is generated according to the 
method presented in section 5.B. 
c. According to the generalized Poisson process state i.e. either 
environmental or working population is present, the appropriate 
digital filter is applied to the white sequence. The resulting 
sequence simulates the analyzed service load* 
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The proposed method of analysis and simulation of service loads was 
applied to two test cases. Throughout the development of the method, the 
ideas proposed were applied to a typical service load history which 
represents the strain in the suspension system of a front wheel of a 
private car. The results of analysis given in Chapter 4 were conforming 
with our idea about the origin of data. The results of the spectral 
analysis of the simulated process which are given in Chapters 3 and 6 
show agreement with the spectral analysis results of Chapter 4. The 
second test case was given in section 7*B. In this second test,a non-
stationary signal was built from two assumed stationary signals. The 
analysis method was used to estimate the original components of the non-
stationary signal. The results of this step showed that the population 
estimator used was successful in estimating the original signal. Also, 
it demonstrated that the composite nonstationary signal did carry the 
characteristics of its original components. Also, by starting the simu­
lation with a known seed for the random number generator and known 
threshold parameters of the generalized Poisson process generator, the 
same sequence can be arrived at. 
To sum up this section on conclusions, we can say that the proposed 
method provides a tool for analyzing nonstationary service loads using 
available tools of analysis,requires a modest computational facility, 
reduces the results to a few parameters, and gives a reproducible simula­
tion of the analyzed service load. 
E. Recommendations 
The following are recommendations for future research. 
1. In this work 8 bit circuitry were used. 
Developing the hardware by using a larger number of bits will have 
a great effect on the simulation results. A study is required to deter­
mine the number of bits necessary to prevent any adverse effect on the 
fatigue life predicted using the simulation sequence. 
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2. In this work a fourth order digital filter was used exclusively. 
Using a higher order filter will allow the simulation of more 
complicated power spectra. A study is suggested to determine an optimum 
filter order which can be used by different workers in the field of 
analysis and simulation of service loads. 
3. The ROM/Accumulator implementation of the digital filter is a fairly 
new method. 
As more research is done on the design of this kind of filter, design 
guidelines can be set to reduce the rounding errors mentioned in section 
7.C. 
4. The method presented in this thesis concerned itself with a single 
load history. 
The author sees a good chance of applying the same method to simulate 
correlated load histories as well. 
5. Hardware and software development can reduce the work required to 
change of filter's memory map. 
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X. APPENDIX: COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Program PSD , 
• • : 
This program carries out the analysis procedure given in section 4.C. 
A block diagram for this program is shown in Fig. 4 .10. 
The program starts by assigning two arrays for the Environmental and 
Working populations 81 (528) and S2 (528), Also,it opens a logical file 
to use it for communication with the NORLAND wave analysis system (device 
number 10), The specific quadrant of data (Q) which has the results in 
NORLAND is assigned and the time of record to be analyzed and the thres­
hold value are chosen. 
Statements 190 to 430 carry the analysis process indicated in the 
block diagram. Subroutines 1000 and 3000 are used to implement some 
communication functions with the NORLAND. In this special version of 
the program shown, the population estimator used is the 0 to 1 Hz power 
estimator. A program in the NORLAND calculates the population estimator 
value and stores in in register R9. Statements 330 to 375» read the 
populate estimator value,and statements 390 to 400 compare it to the 
threshold value. 
After the analysis is complete, the averaged PSD estimates are left 
in the two arrays SI and S2. When required, the subroutine 2000 is called 
to apply the Manning windowing. 
The final part of the program is to report the results. Different 
options are available. The PSD estimate can be put back in the NORLAND 
so that it can be displayed on the NORLAND screen. A second option Is to 
plot the lumped PSD estimate on the DEC IV printer. Subroutines 4000 and 
5000 do this reporting process for the Environmental and Working popula­
tions respectively. 
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100 DIM 51(528)RS2(528) 
110 CL$=CHR$(147):CD$=CHR$(17) 
120 0PEN2,10,0 
130 PRINTCL$;CD$ 
140 INPUT"QUADRANT":Q: PRINT CDS 
150 INPUT"RECORD TIME IN SEC";TL:TL=TL*60 
160 PRINTCD$:INPUT"THRESHOLD RMS";R9 
170 PRINTCD$;"PRESS S TO START";CD$ 
180 GETA$:IF A$ <> "S" THEN 180 
190 P0KE594S8,204 :REM RECORDER ON 
200 TR=TI:REM START TIME 
210 IF (TI-TRXGO THEN210 
220 PRINT#2,"!S";:REM RELEASE NORLAND 
230 D=L0G(9):IF STOO THEN 220 
240 TA=TI 
250 IF(TI-TA)<190 THEN 250 
260 PRINT#2,"!T";:REM RUN PROGRAM 
270 D=L0G(9):IF STOO THEN 260 
280 TC=TI 
230 IF(TI-TC><8 THEN290 
300 P0KE59468,236:REM RECORDER OFF 
310 TD=TI-TR 
320 IF(TI-TC)<3000 THEN 320:REM WAIT FOR NORLAND TO CALCULATE 
330 PRINT#2R"!R"1",1":D=LOG(9) 
340 IF STOO THEN330 : REM READ RMS 
350 INPUT#2,A$ 
360 D=L0G(9) :IF STOS4 THEN 190 
370 A=VAL(A$): IF A=AL THEN 190 
375 IFA<1E-6THEN190 
380 Z=Z+1:AL=A 
390 IF A<=R9 THEN CN=0:Z1=Z1+1 
400 IF A >R9 THEN CN='L :Z2=Z2+1 
410 GOSUB 1000:REM FETCH PSD AND AVRG 
420 TE=TE+TD:PRINTA;ZI;Z2;(TE/60);cD* 
430 IF TE<TL THEN 130 
440 OPENL,4 
450 INPUT"ANY THING IF PRINTER IS AVAILABLE";C$ 
451 0PEN5,1,2 
452 F0RI=0T0512:PRINT#5,S1(I):NEXTI 
453 CL0SE5 
454 INPUT"ANY THING FOR S2";C$ 
455 OPENS,lr2 
456 FORI=0T0512:PRINT#5,S2(I):NEXTI 
457 CL0SE5 
459 G0SUB2000 
460 PRINT#!,CHR*(27);CHR*(91);CHR»(50)ÎCHR«(119); 
470 PRINT#1,CHR${27);CHR*(50); 
480 T$=CHR$(9):L$=CHR$(10) 
program PSD 
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4S0 PRINT#! ,CHR»(27) ;CHR*(91 ) ;CHR!>(4S) ;CHR*( 122) ; 
500 PRINT#1,CHRt(27):CHR$(91)î"20!5î50;65;80;95":CHR$(117) 
510 REM REPORT 
520 PRINT CHR$(147):N=50:HX-80:HY=50 
530 DIM XV(N)rY(N+l).YP(HY) 
540 PRINT"ENVIRONMENT"?Z1,"WORKING":Z2:CHR$(17) 
550 PRINT"1.POKE SI TO NORLAND";CHR$(17) 
560 PRINT"2.PRINT 51 ";CHR$(17) 
570 PRINT"3.PL0T SI ";CHR$(17) 
580 PRINT"4.PUT SI ON TAPE";CHR*(17) 
590 PRINT"5.POKE S2 TO NORLAND"JCHR*(17) 
600 PRINT"6.PRINT S2 "ÎCHR*(17) 
610 PRINT"7.PL0T S2 "ÎCHR$(17) 
620 PRINT"8.PUT S2 ON TAPE";CHR$(17) 
630 INPUT"YOUR CHOICE"ÎC 
640 ON C GOSUB 4400r4100f4200/4300»5400F5100r5200f5300 
650 G0T0540 
660 END 
1000 PRINT#2,"!F"Q",1":D=L0G(9) 
1005 IF ST OO THEN 1000 
1010 INPUT#2,F1$,F2$,F3$,F4$:D=L0G(9) 
1015 IF ST <>64 THEN 1000 
1020 F1=VAL(F1$) 
1025 F2=VAL(F2$) 
1030 REM READ 0T0527 
1035 FOR I=0T0512 STEP 16 
1040 K=(Q-1)*1024+I 
1045 PRINT#2,"!A"K",16":D=L0G(9) 
1050 IF ST OO THEN 1045 
1055 INPUT#2rA$:D=L0G(9) 
1060 IF ST <>64 THEN 1045 
1065 FOR J=1T061 STEP 4 
1070 B$=MID$(A$,J,4) 
1075 M=INT(J/4)+I 
1080 IF CN=0 THEN SI(M)=S1(M)*(Z1-1)/Zl+(((VAL(B$)-2048)*F1 
/2048)+F2)/Zl 
1085 IF CN=1 THEN S2(M)=S2(M)*(Z2-l)/Z2+(((VAL(B$)-2048>*F1 
/204S)+F2)/Z2 
1090 NEXTJ 
1095 NEXTI 
1120 RETURN 
PSD cont 
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2000 REM HANN'S FREQUENCY CONVOLUTION 
2005 B1=S1(513):B2=S2(513) 
2010 F0RI=0T0512 
2015 Sl(I)=Bl/4+Sl(I)/2+Sl(I+l)/4 
2020 S2(I)=B2/4+S2(I>/2+S2(I+l)/4 
2025 B1=S1(I):B2=S2(I) 
2030 NEXTI 
2035 RETURN 
3000 F1$=STR$(F1)+"," 
3010 F2$=STR$(F2)+"," 
3020 F3$=STR$(VAL<F3$))+",":F4$=STR$(VAL(F4$))+", 
3030 PRINT#2r" !F"Q'M":D=L0G(9) 
3040 IF STOO THEN3030 
3050 PRINT#2,F1$:F2$:F3$ P F4$;:D=LOG(9) 
3060 IF ST <>0 THEN 3030 
3070 F0RI=0T01023 STEP IS 
3080 W$="" 
3090 F0RJ=0T015 
3100 M=I+J 
3110 IF M>512 THEN M=1024-M 
3120 IF CN=0 THEN C=INT((S1(M)-F2)/Fl*2048)+2048 
3130 IF CN=1 THEN C=INT((S2(M)-F2)/Fl*2048)+2048 
3140 H$=STR$(C):L=LEN(H$) 
3150 G$=MID$(H$,2,L) 
3160 H$=RIGHT$("000"+G$,4) 
3170 W$=W$+H$ 
3180 NEXTJ 
3190 K=(Q-1)*1024+I 
3200 PRINT#2,"!A"K",1G":D=L0G(9> 
3210 IF STOO THEN3200 
3220 PRINT#2,W$;:D=L0G(9) 
3230 IF STOO THEN 3200 
3240 NEXTI 
3250 RETURN 
4000 REM ROUTINES FOR REPORTING SI 
4100 REM PRINT SI 
4110 GOSUB 4500 
4120 F0RI=1T050 
4130 PRINT#1,(I);T$;Y(I);T$;(4.343»L0G<Y(I))) 
4140 NEXTI 
4150 RETURN 
4200 REM PLOT SI 
4210 GOSUB 4500 
4220 F0RI=1T050 
4230 Y(I)=4.343»L0G(Y(I)) 
424O-^(Vfi^^=^^4343*L0G ( I ) 
PSD cont. 
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4250 NEXTI 
4260 G0SUB8000 
4270 RETURN 
4300 REM SAVE SI ON TAPE 
4310 G0SUB4500 
4320 OPENS,1,2 
4330 F0RI=1T050 
4340 PRINT#5,Y(I) 
4350 NEXTI 
4360 CLOSES 
4370 RETURN 
4400 REM POKE SI TO NORLAND 
4401 MIN=S1(0):MAX=S1(0) 
4402 F0RI=1T0512 
4403 IF MIN>S1(I)THENMIN=S1(I):G0T04405 
4404 IF MAX<S1(I)THENMAX=S1(I) 
4405 NEXTI 
4406 Fl=(MAX-MIN>/2 
4407 F2=(MAX+MlN)/2 
4420 G0SUB3000 
4430 RETURN 
4500 PRINT#1,"ENVIRONMENT NO.";Z1 
4510 A=5:FORI=0T0245 STEP A 
4520 M=1+INT(I/A):Y(M)=0 
4530 F0RJ=0T0(A-1) 
4540 Y(M)=Y(M)+S1(I+J) 
4550 NEXTJ 
4560 Y(M)=.8*Y(M) 
4570 NEXTI 
4580 RETURN 
5000 REM ROUTINES FOR REPORTING S2 
5100 REM PRINT S2 
5110 GOSUB 5500 
5120 F0RI=1T050 
5130 PRINT#1,(I);T$;Y(I);T$;(4.343*L0G<YCI))) 
5140 NEXTI 
5150 RETURN 
5200 REM PLOT S2 
5210 GOSUB 5500 
5220 FORI=1T050 
5230 Yd) =4.343*L0G (Yd)) 
5240 XVd) = .4343*L0Gd) 
5250 NEXTI 
5260 G0SUB6000 
5270 RETURN 
5300 REM SAVE S2 ON TAPE 
5310 G0SUB5500 
PSD cont. 
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5320 OPENS,1,2 
5330 F0RI=1T050 
5340 PRINT#5,Y<I) 
5350 NEXT! 
5360 CLOSES 
5370 RETURN 
5400 REM POKE 82 TO NORLAND 
5401 MIN=S2(0):MAX=S2(0) 
5402 F0RI-0T0512 
5403 IF MIN>S2(I)THENMIN=S2(I):G0T05405 
5404 IF MAX<S2(I)THENMAX=S2(I) 
5405 NEXTI 
5406 Fl=(MAX-MIN)/2 
5407 F2=(MAX+MIN)/2 
5420 G0SUB3000 
5430 RETURN 
5500 PRINT#lr"WORKING NO.";Z2 
5510 A=5:F0RI=0T0245 STEP A 
5520 M=1+INT(I/A):Y(M)=0 
5530 F0RJ=0T0(A-1) 
5540 Y(M)=Y(M)+S2(I+J) 
5550 NEXTJ 
5560 Y(M)=.8*Y(M) 
5570 NEXTI 
5580 RETURN 
PSD cont 
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Program HAG 
This program is used to calculate and plot the frequency response 
function of a digital filter. 
The order of the filter is input as the first data value. The roots 
and poles of the filter are input in real part and imaginary part as shown 
in statements 580 to 650. The scaling constant C is assigned in the data 
•O 
statement 680. 
The program MAG calculates the magnitude of the frequency response 
function H(f) at equally spaced frequency ratios. The result is prepared 
in the form 20 log^Q ^H(f)|. The result is plotted as 20 log^Q |H(f)| vs. 
logjQ f/fg using the plotting subroutine (7000). 
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100 REM MAGNITUDE OF DF 
NO 0PEN201,4:PRINT"" 
170 PRINT#201,CHR$(10) 
ISO HX=80 :HY=50 
ISO READ KO :REM ORDER OF FILTER 
200 F0RK=1T0K0 
210 READR(K,1) 
220 READR(K,2) 
230 READP(K,1) 
240 READP(K,2) 
250 NEXTK 
260 READ CO 
270 PRINT#201,"....DIGITAL FILTER OF ORDER ";K0,CHR$(10) 
280 F0RP=1T0K0 
290 PRINT#201,"ROOT ";P,R(P,1),R(P,2) 
300 PRINT#201,"POLE ";P,P(P,1),P(P,2) 
310 NEXTP 
320 PRINT#201, 
330 PRINT#201,"FILTER CONSTANT'";C0 
340 NB=64:NF=128 
349 N-NB+14:HX=80:HY=50 
350 DIMXV(N),Y(N),YP(HY) 
360 FORI=1T0NB 
370 FF=I/NF 
380 LM=FF*2* 
390 CN=COS(LM):SN=SIN(LM) 
400 NUM=((CN-R(1,1))"2+(SN-R(1,2))"2) 
410 DEN=((CN-P(1,1))"2+(SN-P(1,2))"2) 
420 F0RJ0=2T0K0 
430 NUM=NUM#((CN-R(J0,1))"2+(SN-R(J0,2))"2) 
440 DEN=DEN*((CN-P(J0,1))"2+(SN-P(J0,2))*2) 
450 NEXTJO 
451 SS=SS+NUM/DEN*CO#CO 
460 Y=C0*(NUM/DEN)".5 
470 IF Y<.001 THEN Y=.00I 
475 REM PRINT#201,FF,Y, 
480 Y(I)=8.B8B*L0G<Y) 
481 REM PRINT#201,Y(I) 
490 XV(I)=.4343*L0G<FF) 
510 NEXTI 
program MAG 
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520 REM ......FILTER ORDER....... 
530 DAT44 
540 REM ..ENTER FILTER COEF BELOW 
550 REM ...... IN THE FORM 
560 REM ......R REALfR IMAG 
570 REM ......P REALfP IMAG 
580 DATA.58191170,.000000 
590 DATA.24713221,.66834088 
600 DATA-.26331010,.0000000 
610 DATA.24713221,-.66934088 
620 DATA.58191170,.000000000 
630 DATA.88154316,.0000000 
640 DATA-.26331007,000000000 
650 DATA.52790791,.000000 
660 REM DATAO,0,0,0 
670 REM ENTER FILTER CONSTANT 
680 DATA.065916610 
732 REM PRINT#201,"SS=",SS 
735 G0SUB7000 
740 CL0SE201:END 
750 REM ......END OF PROGRAM..... 
MAG cont 
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Program TIME 
This program is used to analyze the statistical distribution of the 
environmental and working populations which constitute the nonstationary 
service load. 
The record length to be analyzed and the threshold value are input 
to the program. 
The program starts the tape recorder (statement 155) and reads the 
average absolute value estimator from the user port which is tied to the 
circuit which was built to calculate this average absolute value esti­
mator. This reading operation is triggered by the line of the circuit 
which indicates the availability of a new valid value. 
The program compares the value read from the circuit to the thres­
hold value. The number of consecutive samples which are larger or smaller 
than the threshold value corresponds to the time length of working or 
environmental realization, respectively. 
Histograms are built for both the environmental and working dura­
tions. Also the total number of numbers read from the circuit is calcu­
lated as well as the total time of the program run. This way an accurate 
measurement of the time per sample is obtained. 
Finally the program prints the average durations for the environ­
mental and working population, and plots the histograms using the plotting 
subroutine (7000). 
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100 N0=99:N1=38: 0PEN1,4:DIM A(N0,2) 
110 PRINTCHR$(147) 
120 INPUT"RECORD LENGTH"ML 
130 PRINTCHR$(17) 
140 INPUT"THRESH0LD";FT:FT=FT+60 
150 P0KE59459,0:REM PORT A INPUT 
155 P0KE594B8,204 
160 PRINT-PRESS S TO START" 
170 GETA$:IFA$<>"S"THEN170 
180 TS=TI:REM TS STARTING TIME 
130 IF(PEEK(594G9)AND2)<>2THEN190 
200 F=PEEK(59457) 
210 N=N+1:T1=T1+1 
220 IFF>FTTHEN250 
230 CN-0 :P0KE32885,48 
240 G0T0260 
250 CN=1:P0KE32885,49 
260 IFCNOCLTHEN300 
270 GETA$:IFA$="E"THEN380 
280 IF(TI-TS)>(TL*60)THEN380 
290 PRINTF:G0T0190 
300 CL=CN 
310 IFCN=0THEN350 
320 K=INT((T1-1)/2):A(K,1)=A(K,1)+1:S1=S1+T1*2:Z1=Z1+1 
330 P0KE32887,48 
340 G0T0370 
350 K=INT((T1-1)/2):A(K,2)=A(K,2)+1:S2=S2+T1*2:Z2=Z2+1 
360 P0KE32887,49 
370 T1=1:G0T0270 
380 TE=TI:REM TE ENDING TIME 
385 P0KE59468,236 
390 TME=(TE-TS)/60 
400 REM ENDING PROCEDURE 
405 F0RB=1T020:PRINT#1,CHR$(7); 
406 F0RD=1T0300:NEXTD:NEXTB 
410 INPUT"IS PRINTER READY";C$ 
420 PRINT#!,CHR$(27);CHR$(91);CHR$(50);CHR$(119): 
430 PRINT#!,CHR$(27);CHR$(50);:T$=CHR$(3):L$=CHR$(!0) 
440 PRINT#1,CHR$(27);CHR$(9!);CHR$(49);CHR$(!22); 
450 PR I NT# 1, CHR$ ( 27 ) J CHR$ ( 3 ! ) ; " 10 J 25 ,* 40,' 55 Î 70 ' 85" : CHR$ (117) 
460 PRINT#!,L$ 
470 PRINT#!,T$;"TIME IN SEC=";(TME);L$ 
480 PRINT#I,T»;"TOTAL UNITS=";N;L* 
430 PRINT#!,T$; "UNIT TIME (TME/N) ;L*;L*;L« 
Program TIME 
500 PRINT#!,T$;"TIME";T$;"WORKNG"îT$î"ENVRMT" 
510 F0RJ=N1 TO 1 STEP-1 
520 A(J,r)=A(J,l)+A(J+l,l) 
530 A(J,2)=A(J,2)+A(J+1,2) 
540 NEXTJ 
545 F0RI=1T02 
550 F0RJ=N1T01 STEP-1 
560 IF A(J,I)<>0 THEN M(I)=J:G0T05S0 
570 NEXTJ 
580 NEXTI 
590 IF M(1)>M(2)THEN N=M(1):G0T0600 
535 N=M(2) 
BOO F0RJ=1T0N 
610 PRiNT#i,T$;j;T$;A(j,2);T$;A(j,i) 
615 F0RD=1T020:NEXTD 
620 NEXTJ 
630 PRINT#1,"MEAN ENVIRONMENT»";(SI/Z1) 
640 PRINT#lr"MEAN WORKING TIME=","(32/22) 
650 PRINTCHR$(147) 
660 HY=50 :HX=80 
680 DIM XV(N),Y(N),YP(HY) 
630 FOR R=1T02 
700 INPUT"ANY THING TO CONTINUE";C$ 
710 F0RI=1T0M(R):XV(I)=0:Y(I)=0:NEXTI 
760 M=M(R) 
770 F0RJ=M(R)T04 STEP -1 
780 IFA(J,R)=A(J-3,R)THEN M=J 
790 NEXTJ 
795 N=M 
800 FORI=1T0N 
810 XV(I)=I 
820 Y(I)=LOG(A(I,R)) 
830 NEXTI 
840 G0SUB7000 
850 NEXTR 
860 CLOSEl.'END 
TIME conto 
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Program SIMULATION 
This program generates a sequence of random numbers with their 
power spectrum shaped with a fourth order digital filter and shows the 
power spectrum estimate of the resulting sequence. 
First, the number of segments and the segment size is assigned in 
statements 20 and 30. The digital filter coefficients are assigned to 
the filter equations in statements 4020 and 4030. 
Subroutine 4000 generates a random number using the random number 
generator of the computer and scales it properly such that it represents 
a white sequence. This part is illustrated in section 5.A. Then the 
digital filter equations are applied as illustrated in section 5.C. 
The program generates 20 sequence samples first, without including 
them in the power spectrum calculations, so that the transition period 
which takes place at the beginning of the program is not included. 
Then a segment of the sequence consisting of the chosen number of 
samples is generated and stored in array A (NF,1). Array A (NF,2) is 
fi1 led with zeros. 
Subroutine 5000 is used to calculate the Fourier Transform of the 
data segment. The result is returned in its rectangular form. The real 
part is in array A (NF,l) and the imaginary part is in array A (NF,2). 
The power spectrum of the data segment is calculated using Eq. 4.9. 
The chosen number of segments is generated, the FFT is calculated, and 
the resulted spectra is averaged. 
Subroutine 7000 is used to plot the final power spectrum estimate 
on the DEC IV printer. 
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10 0PEN201,4 
20 NS=20:REM NUMBER OF SEGMENTS 
30 NB=64 :REM HALF SEGMENT SIZE 
40 NF=2*NB:DIM A(NF,2) 
50 HX=80 :HY=50:PK=59468:PQ=59457 
60 DIM XV(NB+14),YP(HY),Y(NB+14 ) 
70 REM GENERATE FIRST 20 NUMBER 
80 REM 
90 FOR I=1T020 
100 G0SUB4000 
110 NEXT I 
120 REM 
130 F0RKS=1TONS:REM NUMBER OF SEGMENTS 
140 PRINT".......... ";Ks;".. .." 
150 REM GENERATE ONE SEGMENT O'DATA 
ISO REM 
170 F0RI=1T0NF 
130 G0SUB4000 
190 A(I,1)=Y0 
200 NEXT I 
210 REM 
220 REM PSD CALCULATION 
230 REM 
240 G0SUB5000 
250 F0RI=1T0NB 
2G0 YS=A(I+1,1)"2+A(I+1,2)"2 
270 Y(I)=Y(I)*(KS-1)/KS+YS/KS 
280 NEXTI 
290 NEXTKS 
300 FORI=1TONB:XV(I)=.4343*L0Q(I/NF):Y(I)=4.343*L0G(Y(I)):NEXTI 
310 N=NB+14:G0SUB70O0:CL0SE201:END 
4000 REM SUBROUTINE GENERATING DATA 
4005 X2=X1:X1=X0 
4010 V2=V1:V1=V0 
4015 X0=(NF#12)".5*(RND(TI)-.5)*.043225006 
4020 VO=XO-.27797172»X1-.38106897*X2+.51552397»V1-.54017381*V2 
4025 Y2=Y1:Y1=Y0 
4030 Y0=v0-.32610355*V1+.09852853*V2+1.0755403*Y1-.18512961*Y2 
4065 RETURN 
program SIMULATION 
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Program MEMORY MAP 
This program prepares the memory map necessary for implementing a 
second order digital filter using the ROM/Accumulator technique. The 
function which is stored in the EPROM is 
4 
F (e*") = Z C; ; k = 0,1 7 (A.l) 
j=0 
where C's are the filter coefficients and g's are the data bit values 
which take only 0 or 1 magnitudes. 
F i r s t ,  t h e  p r o g r a m  b u i l d s  a  t a b l e  o f  a l l  c o m b i n a t i o n s  o f  8  b i t s  
arranged in an ascending order. Their decimal values are stored in array 
V (256) and their binary equivalent is stored in B$ (256) as strings. 
The digital filter coefficients are assigned in statements 360 to 
400. The program then scales the digital filter coefficients according 
t o  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  r e p r e s e n t e d  b y  E q .  6 . 1 2 .  
In the next, step the program calculates the function F($) for all 
the combinations of 5 bits. The calculated function is then compared to 
all possible values stored in array V. The closest decimal value in 
array V to the function is chosen to represent the function. 
The output of the program shows the 5 bit number, which is used as 
the address of the EPROM, and the corresponding 8 bit function number. 
The function values calculated using the correct, computer precision, co­
efficients are also shown for comparison with the finite bit decimal 
value. 
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100 0PEN201,4:T$=CHR$(9) 
110 DIM V(257),B$(256) 
120 F0RI=0T0127 
130 V=0 
140 B6$="0":B5$="0":B4$="0":B3$="0" 
150 B2$="0":B1$-"0":B0$="0" 
ISO IF I AND S4 THEN B6$="l" 
170 IF I AND 32 THEN B5$="l" 
180 IF I AND 18 THEN B4$="l" 
190 IF I AND S THEN 83$-"!" 
200 IF I AND 4 THEN B2$="l" 
210 IF I AND 2 THEN Bl$="l" 
220 IF I AND 1 THEN B0$="1" 
230 IF B6$="l" THEN V=V+1 
240 IF B5$="l" THEN V=V+l/2 
250 IF B4$="l" THEN V=V+l/4 
2G0 IF B3$="l" THEN V=V+l/8 
270 IF B2$="l" THEN y=V+l/lG 
280 IF Bl$="l" THEN V=V+l/32 
290 IF B0$="1" THEN V=V+1/G4 
300 B$="0"+BG$+B5$+B4$+B3$+B2$+B1$+B0$ 
310 B1$="1"+B6$+B5$+B4$+B3$+B2$+B1$+B0$ 
320 V(I)=V-2:V(128+1)=V 
330 B$(I)=B1$:B$(I+128)=B$ 
340 NEXTI 
350 REM F0RI=lT0256:PRINTI,B$(I),V(I):NEXTr:ST0P 
360 Cl= 1.0 :REM=AO 
370 C2=-.32610355 :REM=A1 
380 C3=.098528532 :REM=A2 
390 C4=1.0755403 :REM=-B1 
400 C5=-.18512881 :REM=-B2 
410 PRINT#201,CHR$(27);CHR$(50) 
420 PRINT#201,CHR$(27);CHR$(91):"10:40";CHR$(117):T$=CHR$(9) 
430 INPUT"TITLE";L$ 
440 PRINT#201,T$;T$;T$;T$;L$;CHR$(10) 
450 PRINT#201,T$;"A1=";C2,T$;"A2=";C3 
460 PRINT#201,T$;"B1=";-C4,T$;"B2=";-C5;CHR$(10) 
470 CN=0:CD=0 
480 IF C2>0 THEN CD=CD+C2 
490 IF C3>0 THEN CD=CD+C3 
500 IF C4>0 THEN CN=CN+C4 
510 IF C5>0 THEN CN=CN+C5 
520 C0=(V(255)-CN)/(1+CD) 
530 C1=C1*C0 
540 C2=C2*C0 
550 C3=C3*C0 
program MEMORY MAP 
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Program MASTER 
This program is very similar to the program SIMULATION discussed 
before. The only difference is in generating the sequence of data. In 
subroutine 4000, program MASTER clocks the hardware used to generate the 
data, by deriving line CB2 low then high. This is done in statement 4010. 
The circuit result is read from the user port and is scaled according to 
the scaling values assigned in statements 1021 to 1024. The result is 
plotted similar to program SIMULATION. 
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1000 REM SIMULATION OF DIGITAL FILTER USING THE CIRCUIT 
1010 NSaZ0:0PENZ0l,4 
1015 NB=64 :REM HALF SEGMENT SIZE 
lOZO NF=2*NB:DIM A(NF,Z),V(NS),V1(NS) 
1021 CS=(NF*12)".5 
lOZZ CS=CS#.043225006 
1023 CS=CS/1.46875 
1024 CS=CS/.828125 
1025 HX=80 :HY=50:PK=58468:PQ=59457 
1030 DIM XV(NB+14),YP(HY),Y(NB+14 ) 
1035 POKE 59459,0:Q=PEEK(PQ) 
1040 F0RI-1T050:G0SUB4000:NEXTI 
1070 F0RKS = 1 TONS ."REM NUMBER OF SEGMENTS 
1075 REM GENERATE ONE SEGMENT O'DATA 
1080 Y7=0.0 
1085 F0RI=1T0NF:G0SUB4000 
1090 Y7=Y7+Y0:A(I,2)=0 
1095 A(I,1)=Y0:V(KS)=V(KS)+Y0*Y0 
1100 NEXT I 
1105 V<KS)=V(KS)/NF-Y7#Y7/NF/NF 
1110 G0SUB5000:REM FFT CALCULATION 
1125 FORI-lTONB-1 
1130 Y(I)=(A(I+1,1)"2+A(I+1,2)"2)/KS+Y(I)*(KS-1)/KS 
1135 V1(KS)=V1(KS)+A(I+1,1)*2+A(I+1,2)"2:NEXTI 
1140 Y(NB)=(A(NB+1,l)"2+A(NB+ l,2)*2)/KS+Y(NB) * ( K a - l)/KS 
1141 Vl(KS)s2#Vl(KS)+A(NB+l,l)"2+A(NB+l,2)"2 
1145 NEXTKS 
1146 F0RI=1T0NB:Y(I)=4.343*L0G(Y(I)):NEXTI 
1148 F0RI=1T0NB:XV(I)=.4343*L0G(I/NF):PRINTXV(I),Y(I):NEXTI 
1150 N=NB+14:GOSUB7000:CLOSE201:END 
4000 REM SUBROUTINE GENERATING DATA 
4005 REM 
4010 P0KEPK,205:P0KEPK,237 
4015 XS=PEEK(PQ)AND128 
4020 XR=<PEEK(PQ)AND127)/B4 
4025 IF XS=128 THEN XR=-2+XR 
4030 REM CS=(NF*12)".5*C0/S1/S2 
4035 YO=XR*CS 
4040 PRINTYOr,KS:RETURN 
program MASTER 
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Program NSD 
This program is used to estimate the power spectra of environmental 
and working populations of a nonstationary sequence recorded on a cassette 
tape. The program collects a chosen number of segments of the sequence. 
The program calculates the FFT of each segment using the FFT sub­
routine (500Q). The PSD estimate of each segment is calculated, the pop­
ulation estimator is calculated and compared to the threshold value 
assigned, and the PSDs of each population is averaged. 
The resulted environmental and working PSD estimates are plotted 
using the plotting subroutine (7000). 
100 REM .NSD ... 
115 0PEN5,1,0 
120 NG=60:NB=G4:N=NB+14:NF=128:HX=80:HY=50:TH=.128 
125 DIMY(N),S1(NB),S2(NB),A(NF,2),XV(N),YP(HY) 
130 F0RN9=1T0NS 
140 F0RI=1T0NF:INPUT#5,A(I,1):A(I,2)=0:NEXTI 
150 G0SUB5000:REM CALCULATE FFT 
160 FÙRI=1T0NB:Y(I)=A(I+1,1)"2+A(I+1,2>*2:NEXTI 
170 DE=0:F0RI=1T06:DE=DE+Y(I):NEXTI 
172 IF DE<=TH THENZ1=Z1+1:F0RI=1T0NB:S1(I)=S1<I)*(Z1-1)/Z1+Y(I)/Z1:NEXTI 
174 IF DE> TH THENZ2=Z2+i:F0RI=lT0NB:S2{I)=S2(I)«{Z2-l>/Z2+Y(I>/Z2:iMEXTI 
180 NEXTN9 
230 0PEN201,4 
232 FORI=1TONB:XV(I)=.4343*L0G(I/NF):Y(I)=4.343*L0G(SI(I)):NEXTI:G0SUB7000 
233 RESTORE 
234 FORI=ITONB:XV(I)=.4343*L0G(I/NF):Y(I)=4.343*L0G(S2(I)):NEXTI:GOSUB7000 
240 F0RI=1T0NB:PRINT#201,I/NF,(S1CI)".5),(S2(I)".5):NEXTI 
250 CLDSE201:END 
program NSD 
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Subroutine FFT (5000) 
T h i s  s u b r o u t i n e  c a l c u l a t e s  t h e  F F T  o f  a  c o m p l e x  a r r a y  A  C N F , 2 ) .  
The program uses the algorithm proposed in reference (31). This program 
written in Basic computer language is similar to the subroutine given in 
reference (32) in Fortran computer language. 
160 
5000 REM SUBROUTINE FFT 
5005 REM COMPLEX A(NF),U,W,T 
5010 REM USES U1,U2,W1,W2,T1,T2 
5015 REM NF IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS 
5020 REM N3IS L0G2(NF) 
5025 REM PUT REAL DATA IN A(I,1),1=1,2 
5030 REM DIMENSION A(NF,2) 
5035 REM##DEVIDE ALL ELEMENTS BY NF## 
5040 N3=L0Q(NF)/L0G(2) 
5045 FOR J=1T0NF 
5050 A(J,1)=A(J,1)/NF 
5055 A(J,2)=A(J,2)/NF 
50S0 NEXTJ 
5065 REM##REORDER SEQUENCE## 
5070 N4=NF/2 
5075 N5=NF-1 
5080 J=1 
5085 F0RL=1T0N5 
5090 IF L>=J THEN 5110 
5095 T1=A(J,1):T2=A(J,2) 
5100 A(J,1)=A(L,1):A(J,2)=A(L,2) 
5105 A(L,1)=T1:A(L,2)=T2 
5110 K=N4 
5115 IF K>=J THEN 5135 
5120 J=J-K 
5125 K=K/2 
5130 Q0T05115 
5135 J=J+K:NEXTL 
5140 REM##CALCULATE FFT## 
5145 PI=-3.141592653589793 
5150 FOR M=1T0N3 
5155 U1=1:U2=0 
5160 ME=2*M 
5165 K=ME/2 
5170 W1=C0S(PI/K):W2= SIN<PI/K> 
5175 FOR J=1T0K 
5180 FOR L=JTONF STEP ME 
5185 LK=L+K 
5190 T1=A(LK,1)*U1-A(LK,2)*U2 
5195 T2=A(LK,2)*U1+A(LK,1)*U2 
5200 A(LK,1)=A(L,1)-T1 
5205 A<LK,2y=A(L,2)-T2 
5210 A(L,1)=A(L,1)+T1 
5215 A(L,2)=A(L,2)+T2:NEXTL 
5220 T9=U1:U1=U1*W1-U2*W2 
5225 U2=U2*W1+T9*W2 
5230 NEXTJ:NEXTM 
5235 RETURN 
5240 END 
subroutine FFT 
